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ection 306 of the Medicare
Medicare Modernization
to identify
Act of 2003
2003 instructed CMS
CMS to
both Medicare
Medicare overpayments
overpayments and underpayments through the use of new
payments
new agents
agents
called recovery audit
audit contractors
contractors (RACs).
(RACs).
Launched in March of
Launched
of 2005,
2005, the three-year
three-year
RAC pilot
pilot project focused
focused only on California,
RAC
California,
Florida, New
New York,
York,Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, and South
Carolina health care
care providers and suppliers.
Because of
of the enormous
Because
enormous success
success experienced
Section 302
302 of
of the
by the
the RACs
RACs in these
these states,
states, Section
Relief and Health Care
Tax Relief
Care Act of 2006
2006 directed
CMS to
to expand the RAC
CMS
RAC audits into all
all states
states
CMSannounced
announcedits
its plan
plan to
to impleby 2010.
2010. CMS
program nationwide
nationwide beginning
ment the RAC
RAC program
the summer of 2008.
2008. However. its revised plan
to expand the
the program
program effective
effective 2009
2009 was
further delayed
delayed by bid protests
protests filed by unsucunsuccessful RAC
RAC applicants.

S

Despite complaints and concerns raised
raised by the
medical community in
in the
the states
states affected by
the RAC
reviews through
through the
the conclusion
conclusion of the
RAC reviews
demonstration in
in March
March2008,
2008, CMS
CMS remains
very supportive of
of the
the results
results of
of the
the RAC
RAC audits.
audits.
According to
overall have
have identito CMS,
CMS, the RACs
RACs overall
fied almost $440
$440 million
million in
4PAGE
4
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Okay, the election is
over, Barack Obama is
the 44th President
President of
the United
United States
States and
he serves
with a
serves with
Congress
Congress that is
controlled by the
Democrats.
What will
will
Democrats. What
this mean to the
the health
health care
care industry?
industry?
What will
will this
this mean
mean to
tohealth
healthlawyers?
lawyers?

In the words of one
one of
of my
my mentors,
mentors,
“Who
“Who knows?”
knows?” II suspect
suspect that,
that, based
based
upon the theme
the election,
election, itit will
will
theme of the
mean “change.” What change,
change, and
and how
that change
change will
will be developed and implemented, remains to be seen.
seen. Suffice it
to say,
however, that
that if history is any
say, however,
predictor, we should expect more
regulation and perhaps
perhaps even
even greater
greater
investigative
investigative and enforcement activity.

As
prepare for this
As we anticipate
anticipate and prepare
change,
life goes
change, life
goes on. This issue
issue of the
Health Law Alert includes articles
articles which
address
continuing developments
address continuing
regarding RAC
audits and
and our experience
RAC audits
appealing those audits,
audits, the
the new
newPRRB
PRRB
rules for Medicare
Medicare Part
Part A appeals,
appeals, AHRQ
regulations creating patient safety organizations,
zations, and a variety of
of other
other issues.
issues.
You will
will also
also find
find aa discussion
discussion of the
final 2009
2009 Inpatient
Inpatient Prospective
Prospective Payment
Payment
System
ruleswhich
which happen
happen to contain a
System rules
number of significant
significant changes
changes to the
Stark
Stark regulations.

We
We could add more, but we have
have
stopped
there in
in an
an effort
effort not to
stopped there
overwhelm you with
with an
an extraordinarily
extraordinarily
lengthy Health Law Alert. Instead, we
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James B.
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Jillian
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Wilson

the outstanding health care
care antitrust lawyers;
Weidenfeld was
was named
named one
one of ten
and Paul Weidenfeld
outstanding health care litigators.

will
will be
beissuing
issuingaaseparate
separate HLA
HLA Supplement
Supplement
to accommodate
of the numerous
accommodate summaries
summaries of
OIG Advisory Opinions
Opinions issued
issued during
during 2008,
2008,
along with
with summaries
summaries of
of the
theCMS
CMS Stark
Stark
Advisory Opinions.

Finally, please
stay tuned
tuned for an announcement
please stay
regarding
the
expansion
of the
the efforts
efforts of
of our
regarding the expansion of
investigative and enforcement
enforcement team,
team, including
investigative
Rich Westling, Paul Weidenfeld,
Weidenfeld, James
James
Holloway, and
Holloway,
andChelsea
Chelsea Rice.
Rice.

With respect
developments at
at Ober|Kaler,
Ober|Kaler, I
respect to developments
am pleased to announce that
that effective
effective January
January
1, 2009,
Donna Senft
Senft was
was elected
elected principal
principal in
2009, Donna
our firm.
Nightingale’s recently
recently
firm. Additionally,
Additionally, Nightingale’s
recognized
several of
of our “outstanding” attorrecognized several
neys
rankings. Alan Arville was
neys in its 2008
2008 rankings.
named as
as one
one of the outstanding young health
lawyers; Steve
Smith was
was recognized
recognized as
as one
one of
Steve Smith
the outstanding health
health care
care transactional
transactional
lawyers;
lawyers; Bill Berlin received
received a nod as one of

We value the comments and suggestions
suggestions we
receive from our readers
receive
readers and incorporate them
into our efforts
efforts to maintain
maintain the quality and
utility of
Health Law
Law Alert. Please
Please let us
us
of the
the Health
hear
from
you
in
that
regard.
hear
in that regard.
Sandy Teplitzky,
Teplitzky, Department
Department Chair

Appealing RAC
RACAudit
AuditFindings…
Findings…FROM
FROM
Appealing
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process
prior to appealing to a federal court.
process prior
Specifically,
the first
first level of appeal is called a
Specifically, the
Redetermination,
which is requested
Redetermination, which
requested from the
local contractor (e.g.,
(e.g., carrier, fiscal intermediary,
or Medicare Administrative Contractor
Contractor ) and is
due within
within 120
120 days
days from the
the date
date that the
initial denial
denial notice
notice is
is received.
received. The local
contractor
contractor is required to render a decision
within
within 60
60 days.
days. The next level of appeal
appeal is
called a Reconsideration,
Reconsideration, which is
is requested
requested
from a qualified independent
independent contractor
contractor (QIC)
and is due within
within 180
180 days
days from the
the date
date the
Redetermination
received. The QIC must
Redetermination is received.
issue
decision within
within 60
issue aa decision
60 days.
days.

overpayments. What CMS
CMS does not
not state,
state,
because CMS
CMSdoes
doesnot
notknow
know yet,
yet, is
is how
how much
because
of the $440
$440 million will
willwithstand
withstand administrative
administrative
and judicial review.
review. RACs
RACs have been overly
aggressivein
in identifying
identifying overpayments largely
aggressive
because, as
as mandated by
because,
by Congress,
Congress, the
the RACs
RACs
are paid on
on aa contingency-fee
contingency-fee basis.
basis. This
This means
means
will receive their compensation
that the RACs
RACs will
for each overpayment
overpayment amount identified and
upheld at
at the
the first
first level
level of
of the
theappeal
appeal process.
process.
will keep
In other
other words,
words, the
the RACs
RACs will
keep their
their fees
fees
even if their
their decisions
decisions are
are overturned
overturned at
at subsesubsequent levels of
of the
the appeal
appeal process.
process.

If the
the decision
decision from
from the
the QIC
QIC is
is unfavorable,
unfavorable,
then a request
request for a hearing before an administrative law judge (ALJ)
(ALJ) of the Office of
of Medicare
Medicare
Hearings
Appeals (OMHA) can be made
Hearings and Appeals
within
within 60
60 days
days from the
the date
date the
Reconsideration
received. The
The ALJ
ALJwill
will not
Reconsideration isis received.
consider any new
new evidence
evidence unless
unless good
good cause
cause
is demonstrated. The ALJ
ALJ must issue
issue a decision
within
within 90
90 days.
days. IfIf the
the ALJ’s
ALJ’s decision is unfavorable,
then an
an appeal
appeal can
can be
be filed
filed with the
able, then
Medicare
Appeals Council
Council (MAC)
(MAC) of the
Medicare Appeals
Departmental
Appeals Board
Board (DAB)
(DAB) within
within 60
Departmental Appeals
days
days from the
the date
date the
the ALJ’s
ALJ’s decision is
received. The MAC generally has 90 days to
render a decision. Finally, an unfavorable MAC
MAC
decision can be appealed
appealed to a federal court
within
within 60
60 days
days from the
the date
date that the unfavorable MAC decision is received.

“Despite complaints and

“Despite complaints and

concerns
concerns raised
raisedbybythe
themedical
medical
community
communityininthe
thestates
statesaffected
affected
by
by the
the RAC
RAC reviews
reviewsthrough
throughthethe
conclusion
conclusionofofthe
thedemonstration
demonstration
in
in March
March2008,
2008,CMS
CMSremains
remains
very
very supportive
supportiveofofthe
theresults
resultsof of
the RAC audits.”

the RAC audits.”

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT

Michele
Vicente,Paralegal
Michele Vicente,
Paralegal

Appeal Process after
after aa RAC
RAC Finding
The Medicare claims appeal
appeal process,
process, as
as revised

In particular,
particular, five points should be noted about
the RAC
RAC appeals:

in March
March 2005,
2005, requires providers and suppliers
to pursue a four-step administrative review
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to be seen if CMS
will continue to
••First,
CMS will
to limit
limitthe
theRAC’s
RAC’s participaFirst, although
although aa provider
provider or
or supplier
supplier may
may request
request that http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=2ed6cff8-d023-41d1-83ce-127cd7ab06e2
tion. Furthermore,
the RAC
rereview its
its decision
decision before
before filing the first-level
Furthermore, many
many of
of the
the RAC
RAC appeals
appeals that have
RAC rereview
reached the ALJ
appeal (the Request
ALJ hearing level have been
been reversed
reversed based
based
Request for Redetermination), such rereviews
on the
by the RACs
have not
not been
been very
very fruitful.
the RAC’s
RAC’s failure to demonstrate good cause
cause to reopen
RACs have
claims that have been paid more than
than one
one year
year ago.
ago. Some
Some
ALJs
rule favorably
favorably on the record based
••Second,
ALJs rule
based on this
this issue
issue
Second, the
the local
local contractors
contractors surprisingly
surprisingly and
and consisconsiswithout
tently have agreed
without even
evenscheduling
schedulingaahearing.
hearing.Some
SomeALJS
ALJS schedule a
agreed with the
the decisions
decisions of
of the
the RACs
RACs to
preliminary
essentially
revise their
their prior
prior initial
preliminary hearing
hearing to
to solely
solelyaddress
address this
this issue.
issue.
essentially revise
initial determinations.
determinations.
•Third,
•Third,the
thesecond-level
second-level appeal
appeal (the
(the Request
Request for
Reconsideration) is especially significant because,
because, at this
stage,
the Medicare
Medicare claims
claims appeal
appeal regulations
regulations require a
stage, the
full and
and early
early presentation
presentation of all of
of the
the evidence
evidence that the
provider or supplier plans to utilize for the
the remainder
remainder of
the appeal process.
Therefore, providers and suppliers
process. Therefore,
must ensure
ensure that
that aa complete
complete record
record isis filed
filed with
with the QIC,
including any new
new evidence
evidence that was not submitted or
available
at the lower appeal
available at
appeal levels.
levels.

“Unfortunately, until Congress or CMS

“Unfortunately, until Congress or CMS
reacts
medical
reacts totothe
theoutrage
outrageofofthethe
medical
community,
need
community,providers
providersand
andsuppliers
suppliers
need
to
andand
to brace
bracethemselves
themselvesforforallocating
allocating
expending
expending sufficient
sufficientresources
resourcesto to
address these RAC audits.”

address these RAC audits.”

••Fourth,
hearing may
may be
be held
held live
live in one of
Fourth, the
the ALJ
ALJ hearing
the four field offices
offices of OMHA
OMHA (Arlington,
(Arlington, Virginia;
Virginia;
Cleveland,
Ohio; Irvine, California; and Miami, Florida),
Cleveland, Ohio;
by videoteleconference (VTC),
(VTC), or via telephone.

MAC ruled that
In aa decision
decision dated
dated February
February 29,
29, 2008,
2008, the MAC
erred by
by requiring the local
the ALJ
ALJ erred
local carrier
carrier to
to demonstrate
demonstrate
for reopening old claims
good cause
cause for
claims pursuant to a postCritical Care
payment probe audit
audit (In
(Inthe
the case
case of Critical
Care of North
Jacksonville,
www.hhs.gov/dab/macdecision/Reopening
Jacksonville, www.hhs.gov/dab/macdecision/Reopening
raises three
three interesting questions:
022908.pdf). This case raises

••Fifth,
Fifth,because
because of
of the
thebacklog
backlogofofappeals,
appeals,some
someALJs
ALJs may
request
request aa waiver of the 90-day
90-day requirement. Not surprissurprisingly, it can be quite difficult for
for OMHA
OMHA to
to coordinate
coordinate all
of the participants
participants in scheduling the hearing,
hearing, hold the
hearing,
decision, all within
within 90
hearing, and then render a decision,
90 days
days
from the date
date the appeal is received
received by OMHA.

••First,
First, will
will the
the MAC,
MAC, on its own motion as
as it did in this
this
case,
open and review some of
case, open
of the
the favorable
favorable ALJ
ALJ decisions
sions that were based on the RAC’s
RAC’s lack of good
good cause
cause
to reopen
reopen old
oldclaims?
claims?

ALJ Reviews of
of RAC
RAC Appeals

The earliest of the
the RAC
RAC audits recently
recently reached
reached the
the ALJ
ALJ
level of
of the
the appeal
appeal process
process and,
and, despite
despite the
the lack
lack of
ofsuccess
success
at the lower
lower appeal
appeal levels,
levels, providers and
and suppliers
suppliers have
have
some relief from the
In addition, the
begun to see
see some
the ALJs.
ALJs. In
RACsno
no longer
longer will
will participate
RACs
participate in
inALJ
ALJ hearings.
hearings. It remains
remains

••Second,
Second, how
how will
willthe
theMAC
MAC rule
rule when
whensome
some of
of the
the RAC
RAC
cases
finally reach the MAC
cases finally
MAC appeal
appeal level?
level?
4PAGE
4PAGE 4
4
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The following
following guide
guideto
tofrequently
frequentlyused
usedacronyms
acronyms may
may assist
assist you in
in reading
reading this
this issue
issue of the
the Health
Health Law
Law Alert.
ALF
ALF

GAO
GAO

BIPA
BIPA

HHA
HHA

Assisted
LivingFacility
Assisted Living
Facility
Benefits
Improvement
Beneficiary
Protection
of
Benefits Improvement andand
Beneficiary
Protection
Act ofAct
2000
2000
BBA
BalancedBudget
Budget
BBA
Balanced
ActAct
of of
1997
1997
BBRA
BalancedBudget
Budget
Refinement
of
BBRA
Balanced
Refinement
Act Act
of 1999
1999
CMP
Civil
Monetary
CMP
Civil Monetary Penalty
Penalty
CMS
Centersfor
forMedicare
Medicare
and
Medicaid
CMS
Centers
and
Medicaid
Services
Services
DME
Durable
Medical
DME
Durable Medical Equipment
Equipment
DOJ
U.S.Department
Department
DOJ
U.S.
of of
Justice
Justice
DRA
DeficitReduction
Reduction
DRA
Deficit
ActAct
of of
2005
2005
EHR
Electronic
Health
EHR
Electronic Health Records
Records
EMTALA Emergency
MedicalTreatment
Treatment
Active
EMTALA
Emergency Medical
andand
Active
Labor Act
Labor
FCA Act Federal
FederalFalse
False
Claims
FCA
Claims
Act
Act

HHS
HHS
HIPAA
HIPAA

Government
Accountability
Government Accountability
Office
Office
Home Health

Home Health Agency

Agency
Department
Health
Human
Department ofofHealth
andand
Human
Services
Services
Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
1996
Health
Maintenance
Health Maintenance
Organization
Organization
MCO
Managed
CareOrganization
MCO
Managed Care
Organization
MMA
Prescription
Drug,
MMA Medicare
Medicare
Prescription
Drug,Improvement
Improvement and
and
Modernization
Act
Modernization Act
of of
2003
2003 of Inspector General of the
OIG
Office
OIG
Office
of Inspector General of the Department of
Department
of Services
Health
andHuman
Human
Health and
Services
PAP
Patient
Assistance
PAP
Patient Assistance
Program
Program
PPS
Prospective
Payment
PPS
Prospective Payment
System
System
SNF
Skilled
NursingFacility
SNF
Skilled Nursing
HMO
HMO

Facility
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will
will be
be divided
divided into
into four
four regions
regions and
and that there
there will be
be one
RAC
per region.
region. Each
Each RAC
RACwill
will be
be required to submit a
RAC per
project plan to CMS
CMS in which
which itit identifies
identifies the
the issues
issues the
RAC
will be focusing
RAC will
focusing on
on that
that year.
year. As
As new
new issues
issues are identified, the RAC
must update
update the project plan to describe
RAC must
describe the
vulnerability
calls between the
vulnerability issue
issue to
to CMS.
CMS. Conference calls
RAC’s
key project
project staff
staff and CMS
CMS must
must occur
occur twice
twice per
RAC’s key
month, indicating
As part
part of
indicating close
close CMS
CMS oversight of
of RACs.
RACs. As
these
RAC must
must submit
submit both
these monthly meetings,
meetings, each RAC
administrative and financial progress
progress reports to CMS.
CMS. In its
administrative
reports, RACs
RACswill
will be
be expected
expected to
to identify
administrative reports,
problems experienced and recommend corrective
corrective actions
actions
to CMS,
such as
as changes
changes to
to local coverage
CMS, such
coverage determinations
(LCDs),
system edits,
edits, or
or provider
provider education. Financial
(LCDs), system
progress
reports will
will keep CMS
apprised of
of the amount of
progress reports
CMS apprised
improper payments
payments identified on aa continuing
continuing basis
basis and
track the timeliness of medical reviews.

••Third,
Third, how
howwill
willthe
theALJs
ALJs rule
rule now,
now, given
given this
this new and
recent MAC decision?
decision?
Despite this daunting decision from the
the MAC,
MAC, there
there are
are
several
and
various
ways
to
address
and
counter
arguments
several
address
arguments
questioning the ALJ’s
authority or
or jurisdiction to consider
ALJ’s authority
evidence regarding good cause.
cause. What remains clear is that
other MAC decisions have reached
reached different conclusions
with
respect
to
the
issue
of
with respect
issue reopening old
old claims,
claims, some of
which
directly
contradict
the
Critical
Care
decision.
which directly contradict the Critical Care decision. Also,
the RACs
have begun
begun to
to articulate
articulate different
different and lengthier
RACs have
reasons
for
reopening
old
claims.
Hence,
providers and
reasons for
claims.
suppliers should continue to
raise
the
issue
to raise the issue of good
good cause
cause
to the
local
contractors,
the
QICs
and
the
ALJs,
the local contractors, the QICs and the ALJs, even
though the ALJ
hearingmost
mostlikely
likely will
will be the first forum
ALJ hearing
at which this
argument
will
be
addressed.
this argument will be addressed.

Review
limited to Medicare fee-for-service
program. Under
Review limited
fee-for-service program.
the new SOW,
RACsmay
mayattempt
attemptto
to identify
identify improper
SOW, RACs
payments
payments that result from:

“Despite the availability of some relief

“Despite the availability of some relief
pursuant
pursuanttotothe
theappeal
appealprocess,
process,

(1) Incorrect payment
payment amounts;
amounts;
(2) Noncovered services,
such as
as aa lack
lack of
services, such
medical necessity;
necessity;
(3) Incorrectly
Incorrectly coded
coded services;
services; or
(4) Duplicate
Duplicate services.
services.

providers
proacproviders and
andsuppliers
suppliersshould
shouldbebe
proactive
claims
from
tive and
and attempt
attempttotoprevent
prevent
claims
from
being subject
carebeing
subjecttotothe
theRACs
RACsthrough
through
careful medical
correct
ful
medicaldocumentation
documentationand
and
correct
coding practices.”
coding practices.”

RACs,
however,may
maynot
not attempt
attemptto
to identify
identify improper
RACs, however,
payments
arising from
from services
provided under any
payments arising
services provided
program other than
than aa Medicare
Medicare fee-for-service
fee-for-service program.
For example, RACs
RACs may not investigate
investigate a Medicare
managed
care program
program or a Medicare
managed care
Medicare drug card program
or drug benefit
also are
are prohibited
prohibited from
benefit program.
program. RACs
RACs also
looking
looking into
intothe
thecost
cost report
reportsettlement
settlement process
process and, therefore, may not attempt to identify
identify improper
improper payments
payments that
result from indirect medical
medical education
education (IME)
(IME) or
or graduate
graduate
medical education (GME)
(GME) payments.
payments.

Recently,
some of
of the ALJs
have begun
begun to
to retain the servRecently, some
ALJs have
services
of
independent
experts
to
assist
in
determining
ices
assist in
whether or
or not
not the
theservice
service denied
denied by
byaaRAC
RAC was
was reasonreasonable and necessary.
Fortunately,
these
expert
witnesses
necessary.
witnesses
generally have
have been
been favorable
favorable to the providers and
suppliers to date. Thus,
Thus, in addition to
to successful
successful preliminary legal challenges,
the
use
by
the
ALJs
of their
their own
own
challenges, the use by
ALJs of
experts
may
offer
further
relief
through
the
appeal
experts may
through the appeal process.
process.

Reviewof
ofolder
olderclaims.
claims. CMS
CMSalso
alsohas
haslimited
limitedthe
the ability
ability of
Review
RACs
to review
review older claims.
RACs to
claims. Under
Under the
the amended
amended SOW,
SOW,
RACs
maynot
not attempt
attempt to
to identify
identify improper
RACs may
improper payments
payments
relating to any claims
claims paid more
more than
than three
three years
years before
the date the RAC
issuesits
its written
written request
request for medical
RAC issues
records.
Significantly, this
this three-year
three-yearlook
look back
back period is
records. Significantly,
further curtailed
curtailed in that all claims
claims with paid dates
dates prior to
October 1, 2007,
will be
2007, will
be considered
considered time-barred.
time-barred. So,
So, for
example, a request
request for medical records made by aa RAC
RAC in
December
2008 will
will only be
December 2008
be permitted
permitted to
to request
request records
records
for claims
claims paid between
between October
October 1,
1, 2007,
2007, and December
December

Despite
Despite the availability of some relief pursuant to the
appeal process,
process, providers
providers and
and suppliers
suppliers should be proactive and attempt to prevent claims from being subject
subject to
the RACs
through
careful
medical
documentation
and
RACs through careful medical
correct coding
practices.
coding practices.
RAC
Statement of
of Work
RAC Statement

It should
should be
be helpful
helpfulthat
thatCMS
CMS has
has promulgated an
an amended
amended
Statement
of
Work
(SOW)
in
November
2007,
which
will
Statement of Work (SOW) in November 2007, which will
define what
RACs
are
expected
to
do
under
their
contracts
what RACs are expected to
their contracts
with
with CMS.
CMS. More importantly,
importantly, the
the amended
amended SOW
SOW imposes
imposes
some specific limitations and
and restrictions
restrictions on
on RACs
RACs that
should help reign in
in these
these bounty hunters
hunters for the
the permapermanent RAC program.

31, 2008.

Limitation
In addition to
Limitation on
on number
number of
of medical records.
records. In
limiting the
the time
time period
period during
during which
whichaaRAC
RAC may
may investiinvestigate
claims, CMS
CMSalso
alsowill
will place
place restrictions
restrictions on
on the number
gate claims,
of medical
may request.
request. They
They will
will vary
medical records
records a RAC
RAC may
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depending
analysis
and report
report of
of the medical
medical records
records (if
(if not the
depending on the provider involved and the time period http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=2ed6cff8-d023-41d1-83ce-127cd7ab06e2
analysis and
covered
As an
an example
example of
of what the limits
beneficiary), albeit recent,
may just
just be what is needed to
covered by the request.
request. As
recent, may
will
RAC would
would be prohibhelp establish
medical necessity.
necessity.■¦
will look
looklike,
like,the
theSOW
SOWstates
states that a RAC
establish medical
ited from
from requesting
requesting more than 50
50 medical records from a
This article is based
based on
on two
two articles
articles that
that Mr.
Mr. Kim collabo150-249
bed hospital
hospital within
within the
150-249 bed
the same
same 45-day period.
rated on
on for
forOber|Kaler’s
Ober|Kaler’se-newsletter
e-newsletter Payment
Payment Matters™.
Matters™.
Those
articles,“RAC
“RACAttack”
Attack” (October
(October24,
24, 2007)
2007) and “RAC
Obtaining
Obtaining medical
medicalrecords.
records. RACs
RACs may obtain medical
Those articles,
“RAC
Attacks:
Newsfrom
from the
the Front”
Front” (December
(December 4,
4, 2007)
2007) are
records
either by going onsite to a provider’s location
records either
Attacks: News
available
or by requesting
requesting the provider to copy
copy and
and transmit
transmit the
available at
atwww.ober.com/shared_resources/news/
www.ober.com/shared_resources/news/
newsletters_archives/newsletters_pm/.
records.
representative shows
shows up
up onsite, however,
records. If a RAC
RAC representative
newsletters_archives/newsletters_pm/.
the provider should not permit that individual to have
have
access
to medical records. There are
access to
are several
several reasons to
defend the perimeter from
from aa RAC
RAC attack in this
this manner.
manner.
First,
that: “If the
First, the new
new SOW
SOW expressly
expressly states
states that:
the RAC
RAC
attempts
an onsite
onsite visit
visit and
and the
the provider refuses
to allow
attempts an
refuses to
access
to the
the facility,
facility, the RAC
RAC may
may not
not make an overpayaccess to
ment determination based
based upon the
the lack
lack of
ofaccess.”
access.”
Instead,
the RAC
RAC will
will be required to
Instead, the
to request
request specific
records
in aa letter.
letter. This
This will
will permit the provider to
records in
to have
have
a record for purposes
purposes of barring older claims
claims under the
three-year
look back
back provision,
provision, keep aa record
record of what
three-year look
claims
have been
been reviewed by the RAC,
claims have
RAC, and may be the
only way
its review to the
way to
to make
make sure
sure the
the RAC
RAC limits its
quantity of
of records
records directed
directed by
by CMS.
CMS.

C oo nnggr ra at ut lua lt ai ot ni o
sns
Donna
Senfthas
hasbeen
been
elected
a
Donna J.J.Senft
elected
a principal
at
principal
Ober|Kaler.
Donna
joined
firm's
Ober|Kaler.atDonna
joined
the the
firm's
Health Law
Health
Law
Group
2000as
asaalaw
lawclerk
clerkand
andbecame
became
Group inin
2000
an
an
associate
thefollowing
following
year.
Focusing
her
associate the
year.
Focusing
her pracpractice
onhealth
healthcare
care
regulatory
matters,
she
tice on
regulatory
matters,
she reprepresents
various
providers,
including
resents various providers, including nursing
nursing
facilities,
homehealth
health
agencies,
hospices,
facilities, home
agencies,
hospices,
adult
adult
day
care
centers,
rehabilitation
agencies
day care centers, rehabilitation agencies and
and andand
DMEsuppliers,
suppliers,ininMedicare
Medicare
Medicaid
certification
and
DME
Medicaid
certification
and compliance
compliance
issues,billing
billingand
andreimbursement,
reimbursement,
licensure.
Sheadvisalso
issues,
andand
statestate
licensure.
She also
advises providers
providersand
andpractitioners
practitioners
regarding
acquisitions
and reores
regarding
acquisitions
and internal
internal
reorganizations,
coding
payment
issues,
licensure
matters,
ganizations,
coding
andand
payment
issues,
licensure
matters,
peer review
peer
review
and
professional
standards.
to school,
law school,
used
and professional standards.
PriorPrior
to law
DonnaDonna
used her
degree
her
degree
in
physical
therapy
to
provide
more
than
twenty
years
of
clinical
in physical therapy to provide more than twenty years of clinical
and
and
administrative
services
rehabilitation
departments
in various
administrative services
to torehabilitation
departments
in various
health
health
care
settings,including
includingfive
fiveyears
yearsofofconsultative
consultative
services
to
care settings,
services
to nursing
nursing
facilities
and other
other long
long term
term care
care settings
throughoutthe
thecountry.
facilities and
settings throughout
country.
Donna
graduate
University
of Baltimore
School
Donna isisaagraduate
of of
thethe
University
of Baltimore
School
of Lawof(J.D.,
Law
(J.D.,
magna
cumlaude,
laude,
2001)
University
of Pittsburgh
(B.S.,
magna
cum
2001)
andand
thethe
University
of Pittsburgh
(B.S., summa
summa
cum
laude,1978).
cum
laude,
1978).

Second, RACs
RACsare
arerequired
requiredunder
under the
the new
new SOW
SOW to pay
Second,
providers for copying medical records.
Allowing them
most providers
records. Allowing
medical records
records onsite
onsite may
may not
not permit the
to access
access medical
provider to
provider
to capture
capturethese
these charges.
charges.

to request
request medical
medical records
records without
without
Finally, requiring RACs
RACs to
seeing them first ensures
are not
seeing
ensures the records requested
requested are
“hand picked”
picked” for
forreview.
review.RACs
RACs generally
generally have
have 60
60 days
days
from receipt of
of medical
medical records
records to complete
complete their reviews.
reviews.
Extensions of
of time
time will
will require
Extensions
require the
the RAC
RAC to obtain a waiver
from CMS.
from
CMS.
Conclusion

Unfortunately, until
untilCongress
Congress or
or CMS
CMS reacts
reacts to the
outrage
outrage of the medical community, providers and
suppliers need to brace
for allocating and
brace themselves
themselves for
expending
expending sufficient
sufficientresources
resources to
toaddress
address these
these RAC
RAC
audits.
Specifically, providers
providers and suppliers should
audits. Specifically,
identify and
one individual to centrally
and task at least
least one
centrally
coordinate and track the record
record request
request from
from the
the RAC.
RAC.
Likewise,
process should
should be
be diligently
Likewise, the appeal process
documented so that untimely Redetermination
Redetermination and
Reconsideration
decisionsmay
maybe
befollowed
followed up. Given
Reconsideration decisions
the volume of
of claims
claims appeals,
appeals, including those
those not
not stemstemming from
from the
from RAC
RAC audits,
audits, some correspondences
correspondences from
Medicare
contractor and
and QIC inevitably may
Medicare contractor
may become
become
lost or misdirected,
forcing the
the provider
provider or supplier to
misdirected, forcing
demonstrate
cause to
to pursue
pursue an unfavorable decidemonstrate good cause
sion to the next
next appeal
appeal level. Finally, providers should
take advantage
advantage of
of the
the right to submit all
all evidence,
evidence,
including new information,
information, to
to the
the QIC.
QIC. AA consultant’s
consultant’s

Look for
for our new online provider resource —
Look
coming in April 2009.
Marylandadvancedirectives.com
is a comprehensive
comprehensive guide for
Maryland doctors, nurses,
nurses, social
workers, administrators
administrators and other
health care professionals
professionals who
who must
make end-of-life decisions on
behalf of their
their patients
patients and
and families.
families.

www.ober.com
www.ober.com
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Donna
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fied. In
In addition
addition to
torather
rather complex
complexeducational
educational materials
materials
and guides, CMS
has created
created numerous
numerous defined terms
CMS has
which
which must
must be
be learned
learned to
tomaster
master the
the registration
registration process.
process.
For example, organization
organization may
may include a physician or
other individual practitioner
practitioner and
and not
not just
just enrolled
enrolled entities
entities
such as
as institutional
institutional providers and group
group practices.
practices. The
following
following is
is aa list
list of
of these
these key
key terms:
terms:
IACS-PC
or Individuals
Individuals Authorized
IACS-PC or
AuthorizedAccess
Access to
to the
the CMS
CMS
Computer
Services–-Provider
ProviderCommunity
Community is a combinaComputer Services
tion of
of the
thesecurity
securitysystem
systemCMS
CMS uses
uses to register
register users
users and
control the
the issuance
issuance of user
user identifications,
identifications, passwords,
passwords,
and specific access
access to web-based applications (IACS);
(IACS);
and reference
to the provider and supplier communities
reference to
communities
(PC)
that will
will be
(PC) that
be required
required to
to use
use the
the online
online system
system to
access
access data.

Organization
Organization includes
includes providers
providers and
and suppliers
suppliers such
such as
as
hospitals, HHAs,
ambulance companies
HHAs, SNFs,
SNFs, IDTFs, ASCs,
ASCs, ambulance
and physician
physician group practices,
practices,in
in addition
addition to
to individual
physicians
and nonphysician
nonphysician practitioners
practitioners who
who want to
physicians and
delegate
staff to
to conduct transactions
on their behalf.
delegate staff
transactions on

Security
Official or SO
refers to
to the
the individual
individual who can
Security Official
SO refers
can
register
the organization in the
register the
the IACS
IACS and update the
organization’s
profile information.
organization’s profile
information. The
The SO
SO must
must register
register
and become
become an
an approved
approved user
user and
and then
then will
will be able to
authorize others to register
register as
as certain types of
of users.
users.
The system
allows for
for only one
system allows
one SO
SO per organization.
organization.

A

lthough previously
previously announced
announced as
as aa 2008
2008 initiative,
CMS
delayedthe
the roll-out
roll-out of its online enterprise
CMS delayed
enterprise
enrollment applications to early this year.
year. The online
enrollment process
process is designed
designed to allow
allow fee-for-service
fee-for-service
providers and non-DMEPOS
suppliers to
to enroll
enroll in
non-DMEPOS suppliers
Medicare,
accessenrollment
enrollment data,
data, and
and provide
provide updates to
Medicare, access
an existing enrollment via
via the
the Internet.
Internet. CMS
CMS has not
announced
supplierswill
will be
be eligible for
announced whether DMEPOS
DMEPOS suppliers
an online enrollment process
in the future, only that
process in
that there
there
are no online
online enrollment
enrollment applications
applications for
forDMEPOS
DMEPOS
suppliers at this time. This
This article
article focuses
focuses on the
the registraregistration process
process to become
become an
an approved
approved user
user to
toaccess
access the
online applications.
applications.

Back-up Security
Security Official
Official or BSO
is an
an optional user type
BSO is
and may include one or more individuals who, once
once
approved as
the SO
SO in
in authorizing others
as a user, may assist
assist the
to register
register as certain types of
of users.
users.

A

User
GroupAdministrator
Administrator or UGA
refers to
to the
the individual
User Group
UGA refers
or individuals
to the
the online applicaindividuals that
that may
may have
have access
access to
tions, depending upon
upon the
the specific
specific role
role designated
designated for each
each
application. The
The UGA
UGA will establish
User Group
Group and
and will
will
establish aa User
be able to authorize
for that group.
authorize End Users
Users for
End User
User refers
refersto
to aa staff
staff member
member or
or contractor
contractor working
working
for an
the online applicaan organization
organization trusted
trusted to
to access
access the
tions. An individual may be an End User
for multiple
User for
organizations.
organizations. For example, an organization that
that operates
operates
a hospital, SNF
and HHA may have
SNF and
have the
the same
same corporate
employee function as
as an End User
User for each
each of the organization’s User Groups.

For purposes of discussing
discussing the online enrollment
enrollment process,
process,
CMS
refersto
to both
both Part
Part A
A providers
providers and Part
Part B nonCMS refers
DMEPOS
suppliers collectively
collectively as
as providers.
providers. This
This common
DMEPOS suppliers
reference
to providers, however, appears
appears to
to be
be the
the only
reference to
aspect
of this new enrollment
aspect of
enrollment process
process that has been simpli-
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Surrogate User
UserGroup
Groupapplies
appliesto
to situations
situationsin
in which
which the
The first step
process will
will be for
step in the registration process
for the
the SO
SO
Surrogate
http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=2ed6cff8-d023-41d1-83ce-127cd7ab06e2
organization
wants to
to delegate
delegateonline
online work
work to individuals
to register as
as aa user,
user,which
which will require
require the
the SO
SO to
to disclose
disclose
organization wants
or a company outside of
information about the
the organization
organization in addition
addition to
to the
the SO’s
SO’s
of the
the provider
providerorganization,
organization, such
such as
as
clearinghouses,
credentialing departments
departments and
and independent
social
security number
number and
and date
date of birth. Once
social security
Once the
the SO
SO is
clearinghouses, credentialing
contractors. The Surrogate
User Group
Group has a contractual
an approved user,
the SO
SO will
will be able to authorize
user, the
authorize the
Surrogate User
business
relationshipwith
with the
the organization
organization but
but not
not with
BSO,
and Application Approvers
BSO, ifif applicable, the UGAs
UGAs and
business relationship
CMS.
Surrogate User
UserGroup
Group may be associated
with
to register.
register. Once the UGA is
is aa registered
registered user, the UGA
CMS. AA Surrogate
associated with
multiple
will
will be
be able
abletotoauthorize
authorizeEnd
EndUsers
Userstotoregister.
register. CMS
CMS
multiple organizations.
organizations. For example, many providers
request
Ober|Kaler to prepare
recognizes
that an
an individual
individual may serve
in more than one
recognizes that
serve in
request Ober|Kaler
prepare and file
file Medicare
Medicare enrollment updates,
user
at aa minimum the organiuser role for an organization, so at
organiupdates, currently done via completion
completion of
of the
the CMS
CMS
855
forms. The same
same Ober|Kaler
Ober|Kaler attorney
zation will
will need
need at
at least
least two
twoauthorized
authorizedusers,
users, i.e.,
i.e., an
an SO
SO
855 forms.
attorney could
could serve
serve as
as
the UGA of
with
and UGA, with only
only the
the UGA
UGA having
having access
access to the online
of aa Surrogate
Surrogate User
User Group that is
is associated
associated with
multiple providers.
applications
applications in this situation. When the plan is to serve
serve in
providers.

multiple roles, an
an individual will
will register
register under one role
and will
will then
then be
be able
able to
to add
add roles
roles once
once an
an approved
approved
user.
Irrespective of
of how
how an individual
user. Irrespective
individual becomes
becomes an
authorized user
intends to
to hold
user for the organization,
organization, CMS
CMS intends
the SO
accountable for
for the behaviors
behaviors of any approved
SO accountable
organization user.
user.

Application Approver refers
refers to the one or more
more persons
persons
that will
will approve
approve each
each Application
Application User’s
User’s request for a
specific role applicable
applicable to a particular online application.
specific
For each
each online application, an organization
organization is to desigdesignate an
an Application
Application Approver.
Approver. The
The role
role of Application
nate
Approver is often filled by
by the
the UGA,
UGA, but
but should
should an
an organorganan Application Approver for any
ization fail to designate
designate an
enrollment application, the SO
SO or BSO
BSO will become
become the
Application Approver by default.
default. The Application
Approver is not
not able
able to
to access
access the online applications,
applications,
however, which is
is why
why neither
neither the
the SO
SO or
or BSO
BSO is
is granted
granted
such access.
access.Individual
Individual practitioners
practitioners who
who do not desigsuch
designate staff
staff to assist
assistin
in completing
completing online enrollments do
nate
not have an Application Approver,
Approver, since
since the practitioner
personally completes
completes the application.

“CMS’s online enrollment process is

“CMS’s online enrollment process is
designed
designed totoallow
allowfee-for-service
fee-for-service
providers
providers and
andnon-DMEPOS
non-DMEPOSsuppliers
suppliersto to
enroll in
enroll
inMedicare,
Medicare,access
accessenrollment
enrollment
data,
existing
data, and
andprovide
provideupdates
updatestotoanan
existing
enrollment via the Internet.”
enrollment via the Internet.”

Application User
refersto
to the
the individual
individual or individuals
User refers
granted
particular online
online application.
granted the right to
to access
access aa particular
Within the
the category
category of Application
Application Users,
Users, different rights
may be granted to
Application Users
to the
the user.
user. Some
Some Application
Users may
be granted
only viewing and printing rights, while other
granted only
Application Users
would be approved to enter,
Users would
enter, edit and
submit data
data to
to CMS.
CMS.

CMS has
has issued
issued three
three MLN
MLN Matters
Matters articles
articles that
that provide
provide an
CMS
overview of
of the
theIACS
IACS system
system and registration
registration procedures.
procedures.
These articles
articles have
have undergone some updates,
updates, the most
These
recent being July
July 30, 2008. The first article (MLN
(MLN Matters
Matters
provides an overview
overview of
No. SE0747)
SE0747) provides
ofthe
theIACS-PC
IACS-PC registraregistration process
process and registration instructions for
for SOs
SOs and
individual practitioners.
individual
practitioners. The
The second
second article
article (MLN
(MLN Matters
Matters
provides instructions for
No. SE0753)
SE0753) provides
for registering
registering BSOs,
BSOs,
UGAs, and End Users.
The third
third article (MLN Matters
UGAs,
Users. The
Matters No.
SE0754) discusses
discussesthe
the final
final steps in accessing
SE0754)
accessing CMS
CMS enterare supplemented
supplemented by a
prise applications. The articles are
series of
of Quick Reference
series
Reference Guides that are designed to
assist the
the various
various user
user types
types to navigate through
assist
through IACS.
IACS.
Additionally, CMS
Chart for Organizations
Additionally,
CMS has
has a Reference
Reference Chart
that provides a one-page
one-page overview of the
the various
various user
user
roles, including who
roles,
who can
can authorize
authorize the
the individual
individualtotoaccess
access
IACS and
and become
become an
an approved
approved user,
user, and
and the
the ability
ability of
IACS
user type to access
the online applications.
each user
access the
applications. These
These
reference materials are available on
on CMS’s
CMS’s website at
www.cms.hhs.gov/IACS/04_Provider_Community.asp.■¦
www.cms.hhs.gov/IACS/04_Provider_Community.asp.

CMS
will notify
CMS will
notify provider
provider communities
communities as
as the
the web-based
web-based
applications become available,
available, with clear
clear instructions
regarding which provider
provider types
types should
should register
register in
in IACS.
IACS.
Prior to receiving this notification, providers should not
attempt to register.
This is a change
change from the initial
register. This
initial series
series
of MLN
MLN Matters
Matters articles
articles on this subject
subject that encouraged
encouraged
providers to register
to the
the online
register early, before access
access to
services
was available.
available.Providers
Providerswill
will be
be able
able to
to both
services was
access
andupdate
updateenrollment
enrollment data,
data,in
in addition
addition to authoraccess and
izing others to conduct
conduct certain
certain transactions
transactions on the
provider’s behalf, such
such as a clearinghouse
clearinghouse or credentialing
department. CMS
expects users
users will
will periodically
CMS expects
periodically access
access the
provider enrollment
enrollment data
data and,
and, therefore,
therefore, determined that a
user
password will
will expire
user password
expire ififthe
thesystem
system isis not
notaccessed
accessed
over a 60-day period. Should the password expire, the user
user
will
will be
be prompted
prompted to
tocreate
create aa new
new password
password the next time
the user logs into
into the
the system.
system.
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While it was
was a long-awaited piece of legislation by the
time itit was
was signed
signed into
into law,
law,the
theAct
Actleft
leftseveral
several issues
issues
unanswered
would be
unanswered — namely how
how the
the PSOs
PSOs would
be estabestablished; who would
would be
be responsible
responsible for
for overseeing
overseeing the
PSOs;
how contracting
contractingwith
with PSOs
PSOswould
would work;
work; and
and how
PSOs; how
the confidentiality and privilege protections would specifispecifically apply to information
information collected
collected for, reported to, and
analyzed by the PSOs.
The new rule
PSOs. The
rule attempts
attempts to
to address
address
and clarify these
Specifically, the
the rule
rule outlines the
these issues.
issues. Specifically,
steps
steps for the establishment and certification of
of PSOs
PSOs and
discusses
further detail
detail the
the confidentiality
confidentiality and privilege
discusses ininfurther
protections that attach
attach to
to patient
patient safety
safety work
work product
(PSWP)
that is
is collected for
(PSWP) that
for and
and by
bythe
thePSOs.
PSOs. Several
Several
provisions of the final
final rule
rule restate
restate and clarify the requirements
contained in the Act. Below
ments contained
Below we
we discuss
discuss three
significant aspects
of the
the new PSO
rule: (1) certification
aspects of
PSO rule:
and listing of PSOs,
(2) functional
functional reporting, and (3)
PSOs, (2)
patient safety
safety evaluation
evaluation systems.
systems.
Overview

The final rule permits
permits various
various types of entities
entities to become
become
PSOs
— public,
public, private,
private, for-profit
for-profit and not-for-profit organiPSOs —
organizations.
Entities that
that are
are listed as
as PSOs
PSOswill
will not receive any
zations. Entities
sort
federal funding
funding but
but will
will be permitted to offer indisort of federal
vidual and institutional providers the benefits
benefits of review
and analysis
of PSWP
that isis protected
protected by
by the confidenanalysis of
PSWP that
tiality and privilege protections contained
contained in the
regulations. The rule discusses
the process
processby
by which
which an
discusses the
entity becomes certified and is listed
and how
how
listed as
as a PSO,
PSO, and
and in what form information
information would
would be
be collected
collected and
and
reported to
to the
thePSOs.
PSOs. The
The PSOs
PSOs aggregate
aggregate and analyze the
PSWP
andreport
reporttrends
trendsto
tothe
theproviders
providerswith
with which they
PSWP and
have agreements,
agreements, and
and also
also provide
provide guidance to those
providers regarding
regarding how
how to eliminate or minimize the
occurrence
errors within
within their
occurrence of such errors
their organizations.
organizations. Thus,
Thus,
not only
only will
willPSOs
PSOs serve
serve to collect
collect patient
patient safety
safety information
providers in establishing
tion but
but PSOs
PSOs may also assist
assist providers
establishing
effective strategies
to improve
improve patient safety
strategies to
safety as
as well as
as
approaches
approaches for implementing
implementing such
suchstrategies.
strategies.

O

n November
November 21,
21, 2008,
2008, HHS’s
HHS’s Agency for Healthcare
Healthcare
Researchand
and Quality
Quality (AHRQ) issued
Research
issued final regulations
(PSOs) to
to implecreating patient safety organizations (PSOs)
ment certain provisions of
of the
the Patient
Patient Safety
Safety and Quality
Improvement Act
Improvement
Actofof2005,
2005,Pub.
Pub.L.L.109-41,
109-41, 119
119 Stat.
Stat. 424,
424,
which was
which
was signed
signed into
into law
lawon
onJuly
July29,
29,2005
2005(the
(theAct).
Act).See
See
70,732 (Nov.
(Nov. 21, 2008). The Act
73 Fed. Reg.
Reg. 70,732
Act addresses
addresses the
issues of
of improving
improving patient safety
and reducing
reducing the inciissues
safety and
dence of events
events that adversely
adversely affect patient safety,
safety, and
contemplates the establishment
establishment of
of aa system
system for
for voluntary
contemplates
reporting of
of patient
patient safety
safety information
information to
toPSOs.
PSOs. The
proposed regulations were
were issued
issued on
on February
February 12,
12, 2008,
2008,
and the comment period
period ended
endedon
onApril
April14,
14,2008.
2008.See
See 73
Fed. Reg.
Reg. 8112
8112 (Feb.
(Feb. 12,
12, 2008).
2008).The
The final
final rule is effective as
as
of January
January 19, 2009.
2009.

O

Finally, as
as aa way to encourage providers to undertake
patient safety
activities, the
the final
final rule, as
safety activities,
as in the Act, specifically provides for confidentiality and
and privilege
privilege protections
protections
for patient safety
work product and provides
provides for a civil
safety work
money penalty of up
up to
to$10,000
$10,000 to be
be imposed
imposed on
on persons
persons
who
who breach
breach these
these provisions.
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HHS
been denied listing or delisted, or
HHS whether it has ever been
if the
of the entity now
the officials
officials or
or senior
senior managers
managers of
now seeking
seeking
listing have held comparable
comparable positions
positions in
in aa PSO
PSO that
that has
has
been delisted or has
has been refused
refused listing
listing by
by the
theSecretary.
Secretary.

AHRQ
intends that
that any
any provider
provider who is
AHRQ intends
is capable
capable of meeting
meeting
the certification requirement may seek
seek to be
be listed
listed as
as a
PSO,
provided that
that the
the provider
provider does
doesnot
not fall
fall within
within the
PSO, provided
rule’s list of excluded entities.
entities. Components
Components of excluded
entities
(discussedfurther
further below),
below), however, may seek
entities (discussed
seek to be
listed as
PSOsbut
but must
must meet
meet additional
additional certification
as PSOs
requirements,
requirements, which are
are intended
intended to
to ensure
ensure the
the separateseparateness
of such
such component organizations
organizations from
from their affiliated
ness of
excluded entity.

All entities
entities seeking initial or
or continued
continuedlisting
listingas
as aa PSO
PSO
must meet fifteen general certification requirements: eight
requirements
relating to patient safety
activities (which
(which
requirements relating
safety activities
entities
entities certify that they have policies and procedures to
follow
follow at
at initial
initiallisting
listingand
andatatsubsequent
subsequent requests
requests for
continued listing) and
and seven
seven requirements governing their
operation (with which
which an
an entity
entity seeking
seeking initial listing,
listing, and
a PSO
seeking continued
continued listing,
listing, must
must certify
certify that
that it is
PSO seeking
complying and will
will continue
continue to
to comply).
comply). As
As an
an additional
additional
protection for providers who
who report
report information
information to
toaaPSO,
PSO,
the final rule requires
PSO inform
inform aa provider
provider from
requires that a PSO
which itit received
in the
the event
event the
the work
work product
received PSWP
PSWP in
submitted
submitted by the provider is
is inappropriately
inappropriately disclosed
disclosed or
its security is breached.

Section 3.102(a)(2)
3.102(a)(2) of
of the
the final rule retains
Section
retains the statutory
statutory
exclusions from listing of
exclusions
of health
health insurance
insurance issuers
issuers and
and, for clarity,
components of health
health insurance
insurance issuers
issuers and,
restatesthe
theexclusion
exclusionto
to reflect
reflect the
the rule’s
rule’s definition
definition of
restates
component so it now
nowreferences
references aa health
health insurance
insurance issuer,
issuer,
a unit or
or division
division of
ofaahealth
healthinsurance
insurance issuer,
issuer, or an entity
or controlled by a health insurthat is owned, managed,
managed, or
ance issuer.
issuer.The
Thefinal
final rule
rule excludes
excludes from
from listing any entity
ance
care providers; (2)
that (1) accredits
accredits or licenses
licenses health care
oversees or
or enforces
enforces statutory
statutory or
or regulatory requirements
oversees
governing the
the delivery
delivery of
ofhealth
healthcare
careservices;
services; (3)
(3) acts
acts as
as
in the conduct
an agent
agent of a regulatory entity by assisting
assisting in
of that
that entity’s
entity’s oversight
oversight to
to enforcement
enforcement responsibilities
responsibilities visà-vis the delivery of
à-vis
of health
health care
care services
services and (4)
(4) operates
operates a
state, local,
local, or
or tribal patient safety
federal, state,
safety reporting
reporting system
system
are required
required to
to report inforto which
which health
health care
care providers are
mation by law or
or regulation.
regulation. The final rule includes two
that were
were not
not in the proposed rule:
additional exclusions
exclusions that
agents of
of aa regulatory entity (e.g.,
(1) entities that serve
serve as
as agents
by conducting site
site visits or investigation for the regulatory
regulatory
entity) and (2)
(2) entities
entities that
that operate
operate certain mandatory or
voluntary patient
patient safety
safety reporting
reportingsystems.
systems. AHRQ notes,
notes,
latter exclusion
exclusion does
does not
not apply to
however, that the latter
mandatory reporting
reporting systems
systems operated by
by federal,
federal, state,
state,
local or tribal
tribal entities
entities ifif the
the reporting
reporting requirements
requirements affect
affect
only their own
own workforce
workforce (defined
(defined in
in the
the final
final rule
rule as
as
contractors or
or other
employees, volunteers, trainees,
trainees, contractors
persons whose
whose conduct,
conduct,in
in performance
performanceof
of work
work for a
persons
provider, PSO
or responsible
responsible person,
person, is
is under direct
PSO or
control of
of such
such provider,
provider, PSO
PSO or
or responsible
responsible person,
person,
whether or not
not they
they are
are paid by
by the
the provider,
provider, PSO
PSO or
responsible person)
person) and
and health care
care providers
providers holding
responsible
with the
privileges with
the entity.
entity. Rather,
Rather, this exclusion is intended
to apply
apply to
to federal,
federal, state,
state, local or tribal
tribal health
health care
care facilities
facilities
in which
which the
the reporting
reporting requirements
requirements applies
applies only to its
workforce and
and health
health care providers holding privileges
privileges
with the
with
the facility
facility or
orhealth
healthcare
care system.
system.

“Entities that are listed as PSOs will not

“Entities that are listed as PSOs will not
receive
butbut
receive any
anysort
sortofoffederal
federalfunding
funding
will
individual
andand
will be
bepermitted
permittedtotooffer
offer
individual
institutional
of
institutionalproviders
providersthethebenefits
benefits

of
review
review and
andanalysis
analysisofofpatient
patientsafety
safety
work
by by
thethe
work product
productthat
thatis isprotected
protected
confidentiality
confidentialityand
andprivilege
privilegeprotections
protections
contained in the regulations.”
contained in the regulations.”
Minimum Contracts
Minimum
Contracts
Among other things, an entity seeking
seeking initial listing and an
continued listing
listing must
must certify
certify that
that within
within the
entity seeking
seeking continued
24-month period that begins
begins on
on the date
date of
of its initial listing
24-month
as aa PSO,
PSO,and
and within
within each subsequent
24-month period
as
subsequent 24-month
thereafter, the
the PSO
PSO must
must have
have two
two bona fide
thereafter,
fide contracts,
contracts,
each of a reasonable
time period,
period, each
each with
with a different
each
reasonable time
provider for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
ofreceiving
receivingand
andreviewing
reviewingPSWP.
PSWP.
statesthat
thatwhile
while one
one contract
contract with
with more than one
AHRQ states
provider would
would not
not meet
meet this
this standard,
standard, two contracts
contracts with
hospital system
systembut
butwith
with different facilities
facilities would
would
the same
same hospital
meet the requirement, because
because the statutory requirement
data from
was intended to
to encourage
encourage PSOs
PSOs to aggregate
aggregate data
multiple providers.
providers. For example, one contract with aa 5050would not
hospital system
system would
not meet
meet this
this standard;
standard; however,
two 25-hospital
two
25-hospital contracts
contracts with
with that
that same
same hospital
hospital system
system
would meet
would
meet this
this requirement.
requirement.

Certification Requirements
Certification
Requirements
In accordance
accordance with the
the Act,
Act, the
the final
final rule
ruleestablishes
establishes an
attestation-basedprocess
processfor
forinitial
initial and
and continued
continued listing of
attestation-based
Among other things, an entity seeking
an entity as
as a PSO.
PSO. Among
seeking
that itit is
is not subject
to any of the
listing must (1) attest
attest that
subject to
exclusions listed in the
the regulations
regulations (discussed
(discussed further
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activities
at some
some point
point during its three-year
activities at
three-year listing period.
That is,
is, while the Department will
will require
require demonstration
demonstration
that the PSO
performed throughout
throughout its
its listing
listing period the
PSO performed
patient safety
activities that
that are
are not
not dependent on a relasafety activities
tionship with aa provider
provider or
or receipt
receipt of
of patient
patient safety
safety work
product, compliance will
will be
be deemed
deemed ififthe
thePSO
PSO can
can
demonstrate
that itit performed the
demonstrate that
the requirements
requirements that are
other-provider- and PSWP-dependent
at some
somepoint
point during
PSWP-dependent at
its listing period.

Additional Certifications for
for Component
Component Organizations
Organizations
In addition
addition to
to the
the fifteen
fifteengeneral
general certification
certification requirements,
requirements,
the final rule, consistent
consistent with the
the Act,
Act, requires
requires that compomeet three
three additional requirements to
nent organizations
organizations meet
The three
three additional
additional certifications
be listed as
as PSOs.
PSOs. The
address the
the entity’s
entity’s independent operation
address
operation and
and separateseparateness from
from the
the larger
larger organization
organization or
or enterprise
enterpriseof
of which
which it
ness
is a part; the entity would
would certify
certify to:
to: (1)
(1)the
thesecure
secure maintemaintenance of documents and information
nance
information separate
separate from the rest
rest
or enterprise
enterprise of
of which
which it is a part; (2)
of the organization(s)
organization(s) or
the avoidance of unauthorized disclosure
disclosure to the
the organizaorganizations(s) or enterprise
enterprise of
of which
which it is a part; and (3) the
tions(s)
absence of
of aa conflict of interest
absence
interest between its mission and
or enterprise
enterprise of
of which
which it is a
the rest
rest of the organization(s)
organization(s) or
part. A component entity, at initial and continued listing,
also submit
submit contact
contact information
information for its parent organimust also
with its
zation(s) with
its certifications.
certifications.

Continued Listing
The final rule
rule requires
requires that
that submissions
submissions for continued
listing must be received by the
the Secretary
Secretary of HHS no later
than 75 days before the expiration
expiration of
ofaaPSO’s
PSO’s three-year
three-year
period of listing. This
Thisrequirement
requirement is
is intended
intended to protect
protect
providers in
in the
the event
event that
that aa PSO
PSO decides
decides not to seek
seek
continued listing and simply lets
lets its certification expire at
the end of the
the three-year
three-year listing period.
Expedited Revocation
provisions, which
which were not
The final rule contains
contains provisions,
contained in the proposed
proposed rule,
rule, that
that establish
establish an expedited
revocation process that is available to the
the Secretary
Secretary of HHS
in three
three limited
limited circumstances:
circumstances: (1) ifif the
the Secretary
Secretary of HHS
HHS
determines that
that aa PSO
PSO isis or
or is
is about
about to become an entity
determines
that is excluded from listing; (2) when
when the
the parent
parent organizaorganization of
of aa PSO
PSO is an excluded entity and
and the
the parent
parent org
org uses
uses

“While one contract with more than one

“While one contract with more than one
provider
provider would
wouldnot
notmeet
meetthe
theminimum
minimum
contracts
contracts requirement,
requirement,two
twocontracts
contractswith
with
the
the same
same hospital
hospitalsystem
systembut
butwith
withdifferdiffer-

its authority over providers
providers to require or induce them to
use the patient safety
of its component
safety services
services of
component PSO;
PSO; and
(3) when
has determined
determined that
that the
the failure to
when the
the Secretary
Secretary has
act promptly
promptly would
wouldlead
leadtotoserious
seriousadverse
adverseconsequences
consequences
(i.e., if aa PSO
demonstrates reckless
recklessor
orwillful
willful misconduct
PSO demonstrates
in its
its protection
protectionor
oruse
useofofPSWP,
PSWP, or
or when
whenthe
thePSO
PSO engages
engages
in fraudulent or illegal conduct). AHRQ
AHRQ believes
believes that
that the
inclusion
provision in the final rule will
inclusion of this provision
will enable
enable
providers to have confidence
confidence that
that HHS
HHS will
will act
act in a timely
manner when aa PSO
chooses not
not to meet its statutory and
PSO chooses
regulatory obligations.

ent
ent facilities
facilitieswould
wouldmeet
meetthe
thestandard,
standard,
because
because the
the statutory
statutoryrequirement
requirementwas
was
intended
intended toto encourage
encouragePSOs
PSOstotoaggregate
aggregate
data from multiple providers.”

data from multiple providers.”

not addressed
addressed by
by the
the Act
Act that
that the final
Among the issues
issues not
rule attempts
attempts to clarify is the extent of appropriate
appropriate security
security
measures that
that an
an entity
entity seeking
seeking listing as
measures
as a component
PSO must
must take
take to ensure separation
separation of reported
PSO
reported PSWP
PSWP from
of which itit is
the organization
organization of
is aa part.
part. The proposed rule
that were deleted
deleted from
from the final
contained two requirements
requirements that
rule: (1) the
the requirement
requirement for
forseparate
separate information
informationsystems
systems
and (2) the restriction
restriction on
on use
use of
of shared
shared staff
staff between a
component entity and
and its
its parent/affiliated
parent/affiliated organizations(s).
organizations(s).
requirement, the
the prohibition
prohibition on
With regard to the latter
latter requirement,
shared staff
staff isis imposed
imposed only
only with
with respect
shared
respect to components
components
of entities that are excluded from listing.

Patient Safety Work Product and Functional Reporting
Work Product
Product (PSWP)
(PSWP) refers
refersto
to the
the informaPatient Safety
Safety Work
tion to which
which the
the privilege
privilege and
and confidentiality
confidentiality protections
protections
apply. The final rule imports the statutory
statutory definition of this
term. PSWP
is any data,
data, reports, records, memoranda,
PSWP is
analyses
(such as
asroot
root cause
causeanalysis)
analysis)or
orwritten
written or oral
analyses (such
statements
(or copies
copiesof
of any
any of
of this
this material)
material) (i)
(i) which
statements (or
could improve
improve patient
patient safety,
safety, health care
care quality, or health
care
outcomes; and
and (A)
(A) which
care outcomes;
which are
are assembled
assembled or developed
by a provider for
for reporting
reporting to
toaaPSO
PSO and are reported to a
PSO;
or (B)
(B) are
are developed
developed by a PSO
for the
the conduct of
PSO; or
PSO for
patient safety
safety activities;
activities;or
or(ii)
(ii) which
which identify or
or constitute
constitute
the deliberations
analysis of,
of, or
or identify the fact of
deliberations or analysis
reporting pursuant
pursuant to,
to, aa patient
patient safety
safety evaluation
evaluation system
system
(discussed
further below).
below). Excluded
(discussed further
Excluded from
fromPSWP
PSWP are a
patient’s
patient’s original medical record, billing
billing and
and discharge
discharge
information, or any other original patient
patient or provider infor-

with Certification
Compliance with
Certification Requirements
Requirements
In the
the final
final rule,
rule, AHRQ
AHRQ summarizes
summarizes its approach to
assessingcompliance
compliancewith
with the certification requirements.
assessing
In recognition
recognition of
of the
the fact
fact that
that for
for any
any given
given contractual
contractual
arrangement, providers, not PSOs,
will determine the
arrangement,
PSOs, will
the tasks
tasks
PSOsundertake
undertake and
and for
for which PSOs
will get
PSOs
PSOs will
get compensated,
compensated,
that, upon
upon a spot check, aa PSO
AHRQ states
states that,
PSO must be able
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administrative proceedings
or developed
from a patient
a subpoena
unless an
an exception
exception (which are
developed separately,
separately, or exists
exists separately,
separately, from
subpoena or order, unless
are
safety
evaluation system.
system. With
With regard
regard to
to functional
enumerated
in the
the final regulation) to the privilege
safety evaluation
enumerated in
privilege applies.
applies.
Further,
is confidential
reporting, while AHRQ
AHRQ clarifies
clarifies in the preamble
preamble to the final
Further, the final rule provides
provides that
that PSWP
PSWP is
and shall not be
rule that reporting of information
information to
to aa PSO
PSO for the
the purpose
purpose
be disclosed
disclosed except as
as permitted in accoraccorof creating
dance
described. Under
Under the
the final rule,
creating PSWP
PSWP may include
include authorizing
authorizingPSO
PSOaccess,
access,
dance with the
the disclosures
disclosures described.
pursuant to a contract or other
PSWP
maycontinue
continue to
to be
be privileged
privileged and confidential even
other agreement
agreement between a
PSWP may
provider
after disclosure
disclosure in
in certain
certain situations,
situations, including,
including, but
but not
provider and
and PSO,
PSO, to specific
specific information
informationininaaPSES
PSES and
the authority to
such information,
limited to,
to analyze
analyze and process
process such
to, disclosure
disclosure to
to or
or by
bythe
theSecretary
Secretary of
of HHS
HHS as
as
necessary
to investigate
investigateor
ordetermine
determine compliance
compliance with
with or
AHRQ does
does not believe that a formal change in the regularegulanecessary to
tory text
to include such a clarification.
to impose a civil
text is
is necessary
necessary to
civil monetary
monetary penalty
penalty under
under the
the HIPAA
HIPAA
Privacy Rule.
Additionally, the
the final
final rule’s
rule’s definition
definitionofofPSWP
PSWP includes
includes
language
that protects
protects information
information based
based upon
upon reporting to
language that
a PSO
or documentation
documentation that
that information was
The final rule provides that the privilege and confidentiality
PSO or
was collected
within
protections continue to apply
following disclosure
withinaaPSES.
PSES.
apply to
to PSWP
PSWP following
disclosure
and also describes
the narrow
narrow circumstances
under which
which
describes the
circumstances under
the protections terminate.
terminate. The
The final
final rule does not require
The proposed rule provided
provided that
that reporting
reporting to
to means
means “the
that PSWP
be labeled
labeled or
or that disclosing
disclosing parties
parties provide
actual
transmission or
or transfer
transfer of
of information to
PSWP be
actual transmission
to aa PSO.”
PSO.”
Recognizing the significant transmission,
recipients of PSWP
with notice that they are
PSWP with
are receiving
transmission, management, and
protected information,
storage
burdens imposed
imposed on
on providers
providers by
by requiring the
information, because
because AHRQ views such requirestorage burdens
ments as
transmission
to aa PSO
PSOof
of every
every document
document or
or file related to
as overly burdensome. AHRQ
AHRQ states
states its expectation,
transmission to
however, that providers,
PSWP,
AHRQsought
soughtcomments
commentson
on whether
whether alternatives
providers, PSOs
PSOs and responsible persons
persons
PSWP, AHRQ
alternatives for
holding
sensitive informaactual
holding PSWP
PSWP treat and safeguard
safeguard such sensitive
actual reporting should be recognized
recognized as sufficient to meet
the reporting requirement.
tion appropriately
such individuals to
appropriately and
and encourages
encourages such
requirement. That
That is,
is, AHRQ asked whether a
provider that
consider
consider whether labeling or notice may be an appropriate
that contracts
contracts with aa PSO
PSO should be deemed to
safeguard
have
safeguard in certain
certain circumstances.
circumstances.
have functionally reported information to a PSO
PSO ifif it
provides access
toand
and gives
givescontrol
control of
of information
information to a
access to
PSO
without physically
physically transmitting
transmitting information
information to the
PSO without
“Entities are strongly advised to docuPSO.
Though the regulatory language
regarding functional
PSO. Though
language regarding
reporting is unchanged, AHRQ clarifies
clarifies in
in the preamble to
ment their PSES to help ensure that they
the final rule that the reporting of information
information to
to aa PSO
PSO for
the purposes of creating
may include
include authorizing
creating PSWP
PSWP may
are able to avail themselves fully of the
PSO
access,pursuant
pursuantto
to aa contract
contract of
of equivalent agreement
PSO access,
agreement
between a provider and a PSO,
to specific
specific information
information in a
PSO, to
significant protections provided by the
patient safety
and authority
authority to
safety evaluation system
system (PSES)
(PSES) and
process
and analyze
analyze that
that information,
information, for example, compaprocess and
Patient Safety and Quality Improvement
rable to the authority a PSO
would have
have ifif the information
PSO would
Act and the implementing regulations.”
were physically transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the PSO.
PSO.

“Entities are strongly advised to docu-

ment their PSES to help ensure that they
are able to avail themselves fully of the
significant protections provided by the
Patient Safety and Quality Improvement
Act and the implementing regulations.”

Further recognizing the importance of the
the shortcomings
shortcomings
of a strict reporting requirement
requirement in determining when the
confidentiality and privilege protections
protections should attach
attach to
certain information (thus
(thus making
making ititPSWP),
PSWP), and based on
the belief that such protections should attach in a manner
that is as
as “administratively flexible as
as permissible to accomaccommodate the
the many
many business
business processes
processes and systems
systems of
providers,” the final rule provides that information documented as
collected within
within aa PSES
by aa provider
provider should be
as collected
PSES by
protected as
PSWP.InInother
otherwords,
words, the
the final
final rule permits
as PSWP.
functional reporting.

Patient Safety Evaluation System and Documentation
Evaluation System
refersto
to the
the collection,
Patient Safety
Safety Evaluation
System refers
management,
or analysis
analysisof
ofinformation
information for
for reporting to
management, or
or by
by aa PSO.
PSO. The proposed rule sought comment about
whether a PSES
shouldbe
berequired
required to
to be
be documented.
documented. In
PSES should
response
to the comments
comments received,
received, the
the final
final rule does not
response to
require such
such documentation.
documentation. AHRQ
AHRQexpressly
expressly states,
states,
however, its belief that
that documentation
documentation is
is aa best
best practice,
practice,
and, therefore, encourages
encouragesproviders
providers to
to document
document how
information
informationenters
entersthe
thePSES;
PSES; what
what processes,
processes, activities,
physical space(s)
and equipment
equipment comprise or are used by
space(s) and
the PSES;
which personnel
personnel or
or categories
categories of
of personnel need
PSES; which
access
to PSWP
PSWPtotocarry
carryout
outtheir
their duties
duties involving
involving operaaccess to
tion of,
of, or
orinteraction
interactionwith
withthe
thePSES;
PSES; the
the category
category of
ofPSWP
PSWP
to which
needed and
and any conditions appropriate
which access
access is needed

Confidentiality and Privilege Protections
Generally, the
the privilege and confidentiality provisions
Generally,
contained in
in the
the final rule do not differ from
contained
from those
those
contained in the Act. As in the Act, the rule provides
contained
provides that
PSWPisisprivileged
privileged and
and generally
generally shall
shall not be admitted
PSWP
admitted as
as
evidence in federal,
state,local,
local,or
or tribal
tribal civil,
civil, criminal, or
evidence
federal, state,

4PAGE
4
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and enforcement activities
activities with respect
respect to the
the HIPAA
HIPAA
Privacy Rule.

to such
such access;
access; and what
what procedures
proceduresthe
thePSES
PSES uses
uses to
report information
information to
to aa PSO
PSO or
or disseminate
disseminate information
outside of
ofthe
thePSES.
PSES.

Conclusion
While there
there were
were issues
issues that were left unaddressed
unaddressed when
Safety and
and Quality
Quality Improvement Act was
the Patient
Patient Safety
enacted in
in 2005,
2005, the
the final
final rule serves
to fill
fill many of
enacted
serves to
of these
these
gaps with respect
With the
the promulgation
promulgation of this
gaps
respect to PSOs.
PSOs. With
rule, providers now
now have
have aa concrete
concrete idea of
of how
howthe
thePSOs
PSOs
to PSOs
PSOswill
will work.
work. The
The final rule
and reporting PSWP
PSWP to
to providers HHS’s
commitment to
further emphasizes
emphasizes to
HHS’s commitment
addressing patient safety issues.
With the establishment
addressing
issues. With
establishment

Entities are strongly advised to
to document
documenttheir
theirPSES.
PSES. The
Act and the regulations
regulations provide significant protections for
PSWPand
anddocumentation
documentation would
would help ensure
PSWP
ensure that providers
fully of
are able to avail themselves
themselves fully
of these
these protections. The
definition of
of PSWP
PSWP in the final rule
rule clarifies
clarifies that documenclearly establishes
establisheswhen
when information
information is
tation of
of aa PSES
PSES clearly
PSWP.Accordingly,
Accordingly,providers
providerswould
would be well-served to
PSWP.
for the
the following
following reasons:
document their PSES
PSES for
reasons: (1) documentation can
can give
give providers
providers greater
greater assurance
assurance that the
will be, in
information they intend
intend to
to be
be considered
considered PSWP
PSWP will
and thus
thus be
be considered
considered confidential
fact, considered PSWP
PSWP and
and privileged; (2) pursuant
pursuant to
to such
such documentation,
documentation,
requirements (for
providers can ensure that the statutory requirements
ensuring the
the confidentiality
confidentiality and
and privilege
privilege of their informaensuring
tion) are
are fully
fully met;
met; and
and (3)
(3) documentation
documentation offers
offers providers
greater certainty
certainty that
that aa provider’s
provider’s claim to the statutory
greater
statutory
protections provided
provided by the Act for certain
protections
certain information, if
challenged will
will be
be sustained.
sustained.

of PSOs
and the
the confidentiality
confidentiality and
and privilege
privilege protection for
PSOs and
PSWP,
providersnow
now have
haveaavehicle
vehiclethrough
through which
which they
PSWP, providers
may address
address patient safety incidents and
and near
near misses
misses
without
resulting from their
without the
the fear
fear of
of negative
negative actions resulting
attempts
attempts to better their institutions and practices.
practices. It is
important for
for providers
providers to
toestablish
establish relationships
relationships with
withPSOs
PSOs
and to begin
in order
order to avail thembegin to
to establish
establish their
their PSESs
PSESs in
selves
of this opportunity
selves of
opportunitytotoaddress
address patient
patientsafety
safety issues
issues
and, in doing
the quality of care they provide
doing so,
so, increase
increase the
to their
their patients.
patients.■¦
Organization refers
refers to
to an
an entity
entity that
that (1)
(1) is
is aa unit or
ii Component
Component Organization

division of aa legal
legal entity (including
(including aa corporation,
corporation, partnership,
partnership, or
state, local,
local, or
or tribal
tribal agency
agency or
or organization);
organization); or (2) is
a federal,
federal, state,
owned, managed
managed or controlled by
by one
one or
or more
morelegally
legallyseparated
separated
parent organizations.

“The opportunity for a provider to report

“The opportunity for a provider to report
identifiable
identifiablePSWP
PSWPtotoaaPSO
PSOdoes
doesnotnot

ii
ii Patient
Patient Safety
SafetyActivities
Activitiesrefers
referstotothe
the following
following activities:
activities: efforts
to improve
improve patient
patient safety
safety and quality; the
the collection
collection and
and analysis
analysis
of patient safety
work product;
safety work
product; the
the development
development and
and disseminadissemination of
of information
information with
withrespect
respect to
to improving
improvingpatient
patient safety;
safety; the
utilization of patient
patient safety
safety work product for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
encouraging
and providing feedback
encouraging aa culture of safety
safety and
feedback and
assistance;
theutilization
utilizationof
of qualified
qualified staff;
staff; the
the operation of a
assistance; the
patient safety
system; the
the preservation
preservation of
of confidentialisafety evaluation system;
ty of patient
work product; and the provision of appropripatient safety
safety work
ate
security measures
measuresfor
for patient
patient safety
safety work
work product.
ate security

relieve
relieve aa provider
providerthat
thatisisa HIPAA
a HIPAA
covered
covered entity
entityfrom
fromitsitsobligations
obligations
under the HIPAA Privacy Rule.”

under the HIPAA Privacy Rule.”

PSOs
and HIPAA
PSOs and
HIPAA
The final rule states
thatthe
the opportunity
opportunity for
for a provider to
states that

iii See
Seedefinition
definition of patient
patient safety
safety activities at n.2.
iii

does not relieve a
report identifiable
identifiable PSWP
PSWP to a PSO
PSO does
covered entity from its obligations
provider that is a HIPAA covered
under the HIPAA
HIPAA Privacy Rule. In fact,
fact, under
under the
the PSQIA,
PSQIA,
PSOs are
are deemed
deemed to
to be business associates
of providers
PSOs
associates of
that are HIPAA covered entities. Accordingly, such
providers must
must enter
enter into
intobusiness
businessassociate
associate agreements
agreements
with the
with their obligations under
with
the PSOs
PSOs in accordance
accordance with
the HIPAA Privacy Rule. Such agreements
agreements may be entered
an agreement
agreement for
for the
the conduct of
into simultaneously
simultaneously as
as an
activities. To
To receive
receive the
the protections
protections of the
patient safety
safety activities.
PSQIA, however,
however,aaprovider
provider isis not
not required
required to enter into a
PSQIA,
contract with
with aa PSO.
PSO.

m pp l looyyeer r
o wK n o w
Em
ss
N eNe e
d teodK nt o
Ober|Kaler’sEmployment
Employment
& Labor
Group
has published
two and
Ober|Kaler’s
& Labor
Group
has published
two timely
timely
and
critical alerts
alertsfor
foremployers.
critical
employers.
Family and
and Medical
Medical Leave
LeaveAct
Act(FMLA)
(FMLA)Regulations
Regulations
•• “Revised
“Revised Family
Take
Take
Effect”
examines
changes
to FMLA
the steps
employers
Effect” examines
changes
to FMLA
and and
the steps
employers
can take
can
take with
to
comply
withthe
thenew
newrules.
to comply
rules.
See:
See: www.ober.com/shared_resources/news/newsletters/entk/
www.ober.com/shared_resources/news/newsletters/entk/
employersneedtoknow-020309.html
employersneedtoknow-020309.html
•• “FOIA
RequestsUnder
Under
Obama
Administration”
discusses
“FOIA Requests
thethe
Obama
Administration”
discusses
how the
how
the
new
administration
has
changed
the
way
the
government
will
new administration has changed the way the government will respond
respond
to
requestsfor
forinformation
information
under
Freedom
of
to requests
under
thethe
Freedom
of Information
Act.
Information Act.
See:
See: www.ober.com/shared_resources/news/newsletters/entk/
www.ober.com/shared_resources/news/newsletters/entk/
employersneedtoknow-012309.html
employersneedtoknow-012309.html

and holders of
The final rule
rule requires
requires providers,
providers, PSOs
PSOs and
PSWP to
to disclose
disclose PSWP
PSWPto
to the
the Secretary
Secretaryof
of HHS
HHS upon
upon
PSWP
a determination
determination by
bythe
theSecretary
Secretary that
that such
such PSWP
PSWP is
needed for the investigation and enforcement of activities
needed
activities
related to the PSQIA,
is needed
needed in seeking and imposing
related
PSQIA, is
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HOSPITALS

D.C. Circuit Ruling May Imperil Future Charity Care Days Litigation

D.C. Circuit Ruling May Imperil Future Charity Care Days Litigation
Joshua J.
Freemire 410-347-7676
J. Freemire
jjfreemire@ober.com

State
medical assistance
assistanceplans
plansbecame
becamesynonymous
synonymous with
with
State medical
“Medicaid” (and Congress,
in
picking
its
language,
picked
Congress, in
its language,
so carefully) because,
because, before receiving federal Medicaid
funds, state
MA programs
programs must
must submit a detailed plan as to
state MA
how
they
are
going
to
spend
how they are going to spendthose
those funds
funds (the
(theState
State Plan).
Plan).
That state
plan
is
reviewed
by
CMS
to
ensure
that
state plan
by CMS to ensure that the
the state
state
has
planned to spend
spend its
its federal
federal funds
funds in
in a way that approhas planned
priately reflects
reflects federal guidelines.

“Adena will likely force all DSH

“Adena will likely force all DSH
litigation
intointo
litigationout
outofofD.C.
D.C.courts
courtsand
and
other
other jurisdictions,
jurisdictions,where
whereprovider
provider
will
their
will face
facean
anuphill
uphillbattle
battlein in
their
efforts
efforts totoovercome
overcomethe
theresults
results
of the Adena decision.”

of the Adena decision.”

ICourt
of
Appeals
forAdena
D.C.Regional
Circuit Medical
Court
n the recently
decided
recently
decided
Adena
Regional
Medical Center
Center v.
Leavitt, 527
176 (D.C. Cir. 2008), the United
rejected
theF.3d
F.3d 176
United States
States

I

As part of
of their
theirState
State Plans,
Plans, many states
states include programs
in addition
addition to
to the
the very
very basic
basic care to the most needy individuals that the federal government requires
requires (programs
often called “Medicaid” or
or “Traditional
“Traditional Medicaid”).
Medicaid”). These
These
programs
can take
take many forms — Charity
days (in
programs can
Charity Care
Care days
which care
care is provided
provided free,
free, or
or at
at aa reduced
reduced rate),
rate), Medicaid
expansion
populations, or other “non-traditional” means
expansion populations,
means of
providing lowlow- or
orno-income
no-income populations
populations with
withnecessary
necessary
health care. These
These programs
programs are
are not
not “Medicaid” (as that
term is traditionally used) in that they are not “Traditional
Medicaid” but they are
that term is properly
are Medicaid (as
(as that
used) in that they are part of
of aa “a
“a State
State plan approved
under Title XIX”
XIX” and
and are
are at least
least partially funded by
monies
monies provided by the
the federal
federal Medicaid program. It is
these
non-traditional patient groups, specifically those
those who
these non-traditional
receive
Charity Care,
Care, that
that lie
lie at
at the center
center of the DSH
receive Charity
debate between providers
providers and
and CMS.
CMS.

Court of Appeals for D.C. Circuit Court rejected the
provider’s inclusion
inclusion of
of certain
certain “Charity
“Charity Care
Care Days”
Days” (CCDs)
(CCDs)
in the
the calculation
calculation of
of Medicare
Medicare Disproportionate
Disproportionate Share
Share
Hospital (DSH) payments. The brief decision may have
reversed
what had
had seemed
seemed to
to be
be aa promising
promising trend in DSH
reversed what
DSH
litigation.
Medicare
DSH payments
payments are
are made
made to
to support hospitals
Medicare DSH
who treat
of indigent (nontreat a disproportionate share
share of
Medicare) patients.
patients. The payments,
payments, calculated
calculated on
on the
number of “patient
“patient care
care days”
days” each hospital provides to
indigent patients,
often prove
prove vital to the survival of hospipatients, often
tals
large numbers of patients
tals in critical
critical service
service areas
areas facing large
who are
are simply unable to pay their bills.

As is usually the case
case in the Medicare
Medicare reimbursement
universe, the overarching
overarching theory behind the
universe,
the payments
payments may
be simple, but the
the devil
devil isis in
inthe
thedetails.
details. When
WhenCongress
Congress
decided to support
support hospitals
hospitals serving large numbers of
indigent patients, it elected to use hospitals’
hospitals’ number of
Medicaid patients
patients as
asaaproxy
proxy for
for the
the number
number of indigent
Medicaid
patients the hospital served (since Medicaid patients are, by
definition, indigent). Accordingly,
Accordingly, aa formula was
was developed
that is heavily dependant
dependant on the number of
of patient
patient care
care
days attributable
attributable to
to patients
patients who,
who, under the
days
the statutory
statutory
are “eligible
“eligible for
language, are
formedical
medicalassistance
assistance under
under aa State
State
plan approved under Title XIX.”

Battles
have been
been fought
fought (and lost) by
Battles have
by the
the Secretary
Secretary over
patients
who were
were eligible
eligible for but were not currently
patients who
currently
receiving Medicaid (see,
e.g., Incarnate
Incarnate Word Health
(see, e.g.,
Services
FortWorth
Worth Healthcare
Healthcare Corp. v. Shalala, Cookeville
Services Fort
Cookeville
Reg’l
Med. Ctr.
Ctr.v.
v. Leavitt
Leavitt (not
(not reported in
Reg’l Med.
in F.
F. Supp.,
Supp., 1997
1997
WL 446463
(N.D. Tex.
Tex. July
July 25,
25, 1997)),
1997)), patients
patients who
who were
446463 (N.D.
members of Section
Section 1115
1115 Waiver populations
populations (see,
(see, e.g.,
Portland
Portland Adventist
Adventist Med.
Med. Ctr.
Ctr. v.
v. Thompson,
Thompson, 399
399 F.3d
F.3d 1091
1091
4PAGE
(9th Cir. 2005)),
most recently,
recently, patients
patients who 4
2005)), and, most
PAGE 14
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in, or
or are
are considering
considering bringing
bringing aa DSH
DSH case
case revolving
around a state
Care program,
program, the D.C. Circuit Court
state Charity Care
did not
not agree.
agree. In
In the
the very
very first
firstsentence
sentence of
of its
its analysis,
analysis, the
court substituted
the word
word “Medicaid”
“Medicaid” for the original
substituted the
statutory text “medical
“medical assistance
assistance under aa State
State plan
approved under subchapter XIX…” essentially
essentially confirming
CMS’s
positionon
on one
one of
of the most complex and heavily
CMS’s position
debated
DSH issues
issuesin
in aa single
single word.
word. Having conflated
debated DSH
“Medicaid” and “medical assistance,”
thecourt
court went
went on to
assistance,” the
conclude that Ohio’s Charity
Charity Care
Care (HCAP) provisions were
not part of
of aa Medicaid-approved
Medicaid-approved plan.
plan. HCAP
HCAP (as in almost
almost
every Charity
Charity Care
Care program)
program) patients
patients were,
were, by
by definition,
not eligible for
for “Traditional
“Traditional Medicaid,”
Medicaid,” and
and hospitals
hospitals are
are
required to care
care for eligible patients
patients “without payment”
from Traditional
Traditional Medicaid.
Medicaid.

received
Care” or other “state
received “Charity Care”
“state funded” reducedreducedcost or no-cost
no-cost hospital
hospital care.
care. During
Duringthese
these disputes,
disputes, CMS
CMS
has
maintained (or
(or maintains)
maintains) aatwo
two fold
fold position: A) the
has maintained
wording
wording of
of the
thestatute
statute aside,
aside, what
what Congress
Congress actually
meant was to offer
offer DSH
DSH payments
payments based
based on the number
of patients who were
were receiving
receiving Traditional
Traditional Medicaid,
Medicaid, and
B) that any form of
of reimbursement
reimbursement other than
than Traditional
Medicaid’s
fee-for-service model
model was
was not,
not, in fact, medical
Medicaid’s fee-for-service
assistance.
Accordingly, according
according to CMS,
only recipients
assistance. Accordingly,
CMS, only
of Traditional
Traditional Medicaid,
Medicaid, whose
whose hospital
hospital stays
stays were actuactually paid by Traditional
Traditional Medicaid,
Medicaid, should be counted in
order to
to arrive
arrive at
at each
each hospital’s
hospital’s Medicare
Medicare DSH amount.
CMS
has been
been largely
largely unsuccessful
unsuccessful with
with these
CMS has
these arguments.
arguments.
The district court in
in Adena
Adena (where
(where Ohio’s
Ohio’s Charity
Charity Care
Care
program — HCAP — was under attack) wrote perhaps
perhaps one
of the
position yet, citing
the most
most detailed
detailed critiques
critiques of
of CMS’s
CMS’s position
to CMS’s
historic hostility and the
CMS’s historic
the clear
clear statutory
statutory language
language
and intent, and
and rejecting
rejecting entirely
entirelyCMS’s
CMS’s argument that
“eligible
plan approved
“eligible for
for medical
medicalassistance
assistance under a State
State plan
under Title XIX”
XIX” meant
meant the
the same
same thing as
as “receiving
Medicaid.” As the district court explained:

“As is usually the case in the

“As is usually the case in the
Medicare reimbursement
Medicare
reimbursementuniverse,
universe,
the overarching
the
overarchingtheory
theorybehind
behindMedicare
Medicare
DSH payments
thethe
DSH
paymentsmay
maybebesimple,
simple,butbut
devil is in the details.”
devil is in the details.”

Congress
said what
what itit meant; if Congress
Congress said
Congress had meant to
restrict
the Numerator
restrict the
Numerator to Medicaid-eligible
Medicaid-eligible patients,
patients, it
could have explicitly done
‘eligible for
done so.
so. The
The phrase
phrase ‘eligible
medical assistance
under aa state
state plan
plan approved
approved under
assistance under
Title XIX’ is not ‘long-hand’ for ‘eligible for Medicaid.’ It
is undisputed that HCAP is a ‘state
‘state plan
plan approved
approved under
Title
Title XIX.’
XIX.’ Accordingly,
Accordingly, the
the Secretary’s
Secretary’s exclusion
exclusion of
HCAP
patients is
is inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the plain language of
HCAP patients
the statute
and cannot
cannot be upheld.
statute and

The court agreed
that, in
in order to prevail, the
agreed with CMS
CMS that,
hospitals
would have
hospitals would
have needed
needed to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
that HCAP
HCAP
patients were “‘eligible
“‘eligible for
formedical
medicalassistance
assistance under
under aa State
State
plan approved under [Medicaid]’
within the meaning of
[Medicaid]’ within
that phrase
statute.” The
The court
court then ruled
phrase in the Medicare statute.”
that the term
term “medical
“medicalassistance”
assistance” must have the
the same
same
meaning
as itit does
does in Title
meaning in Title XVIII
XVIII [i.e.,
[i.e., Medicare]
Medicare] as
XIX, which
as “payment
“payment of part
which defines
defines medical
medicalassistance
assistance as
or all of
of the
the cost”
cost” of
ofmedical
medical “‘care
“‘care and
and services’
services’ for a
defined set
this definition, the court
set of individuals.” Using
Using this
concluded that HCAP
patients were
were not
not eligible for medical
HCAP patients
medical
assistance
under Medicaid.
assistance under

524 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d
2d 1, 4 (D.D.C. 2007).
2007).

C oo nnggr ra at ut lua lt ai ot ni o
sns
Coons, S.
S. Craig
Craig Holden, Leonard C.
Thomas W.
W. Coons,
C. Homer,
Homer, Howard L.
L.
andSanford
SanfordV.V.Teplitzky
Teplitzky
have
been
named
in Maryland
have
been
named
in Maryland
Super
Sollins and

Providers
Providers who wish
wish to
to challenge
challenge aa CMS
CMS determination
often find themselves
either filing
filing in D.C.
themselves either
D.C. or relying on
the precedents
precedents of its well-respected and very experienced
experienced
circuit court. In
In that
that respect,
respect, the
the recent
recent Adena decision
will
will likely
likely force
force all
all DSH
DSH litigation out of the
the District of
Columbia courts
courts and
and into other jurisdictions. In those
those
other jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, providers
providers will
will then be faced
faced with the
task
that Adena
Adena was
was wrongly decided or
task of arguing either that
that the particular state
issue is
is quite
quite different
state program at issue
from Ohio’s
Ohio’s HCAP
HCAP program. In either situation,
situation, providers
anuphill
uphill battle.
battle.■¦
now face
face an

Super
Lawyers
Lawyers 2009.
2009.
Nightingales
Healthcare
News
named
following
Health
hashasnamed
thethe
following
Health
Law
Nightingales Healthcare
News
Law members
Group
membersinin
recent
rankings
of the
nation’s
top
Group
recent
rankings
of the
nation’s
top attorneys:
attorneys:
William E.
E. Berlin:
•• William
Berlin:
“Outstanding
Healthcare
Antitrust
Lawyers
—
“Outstanding Healthcare
Antitrust
Lawyers
— 2008”
2008”
R. Smith:
Steven R.
•• Steven
Smith:
“Outstanding
Healthcare
Transaction
Lawyers
—
“Outstanding Healthcare
Transaction
Lawyers
— 2008”
2008”
•• Alan
Alan J.
J. Arville:
Arville:
“Outstanding
Young
Healthcare
Lawyer
—
“Outstanding Young
Healthcare
Lawyer
— 2008”
2008”
Paul S.
S. Weidenfeld:
•• Paul
Weidenfeld:
“OutstandingHealthcare
Healthcare
Litigator
“Outstanding
Litigator
——
2008”
2008”
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REIMBURSEMENT

New CMS Regs, PRRB Rules Set Rights for Part A Appeals

New CMS Regs, PRRB Rules Set Rights for Part A Appeals
Leslie
Demaree Goldsmith
Goldsmith 410-347-7333
Leslie Demaree
ldgoldsmith@ober.com

C

MS published final
MS
final regulations
regulationsatat42
42C.F.R.
C.F.R. Part
Part 405,
405,
Subpart R,
R, revising
revising procedures
procedures for Medicare Part A
Subpart
appeals before intermediaries
intermediaries and the Provider
appeals
Reimbursement Review
Review Board
Board (PRRB).
(PRRB). 73
73 Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg. 30,190
30,190
2008). With
With limited exceptions, the new regula(May 23, 2008).
regula-

Mark
Mark A.
A. Stanley 410-347-7353
mastanley@ober.com

••Audits
AuditsofofSelf-disallowed
Self-disallowed Items:
Items: After a provider has
has
successfully
appealed aa self-disallowed
self-disallowed item,
item, the intermesuccessfully appealed
diary must audit the item in order to determine
determine the
proper reimbursement
effect. This
This would
would require a
reimbursement effect.
second
appeal by
by aa provider if itit disagrees
with the
second appeal
disagrees with
audited amount determined by the intermediary.

C

tions apply to all appeals
pending as
as of,
of, or
or filed
filed on or
appeals pending
after,
August 21,
21, 2008.
2008. The
The proposed
proposed regulations were
after, August
published
published almost
almost four
fouryears
yearsearlier.
earlier.69
69Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg. 35,716
35,716
(June
25, 2004).
2004).In
In addition,
addition, in August of this
(June 25,
this year,
year, the
PRRB
releasednew
newrules
rules to
to replace
replace the
the old instructions,
PRRB released
effective on
on August
August 21,
21, 2008.
2008.

••Timeliness
Timeliness of
of Hearing
HearingRequest:
Request: A PRRB
PRRB must receive the
provider’s hearing request no later
later than
than 180
180 days
days after
the provider received
received the determination
determination being
being appealed.
appealed.

?
“Calculating Time
and Deadlines,”
→See
See “Calculating
Time Periods
Periods and
Deadlines,” below.
below.

“Many of the new regulations and

“Many of the new regulations and

••Contents
The new rules require use
Contents of
of Hearing
HearingRequest:
Request: The
use
of aa new
new PRRB
PRRB to file
file an
an appeal.
appeal. Hearing
Hearing requests
requests that
fail to include
include all
all the
the following
followingcriteria
criteriamay
maybe
bedismissed
dismissed
with
with prejudice
prejudice by
bythe
thePRRB:
PRRB:

rules
existing
rules are
arethe
thecodification
codificationof of
existing
policy
policy atatthe
thePRRB,
PRRB,but
butsome
someconstitute
constitute
significant changes.”

-– AA demonstration
demonstration that the provider has
has a right to
hearing (i.e., has met the dissatisfaction,
amount in
dissatisfaction, amount
controversy
and timely filing
controversy and
filing requirements);
requirements);

significant changes.”

CMS’s
statedreasons
reasonsfor
for the
the changes
changes to
to the regulations
CMS’s stated
were to
address
updates
needed
since
to address
since the regulations were
first adopted more than 30
years
ago, and
and to reduce
reduce (or at
30 years ago,
least
not
add
to)
the
backlog
of
appeals
at
the
least
to) the backlog of appeals at thePRRB,
PRRB,
which
in
essence
which in essence can be interpreted to mean to restrict
restrict
providers’ access
to appeal.
appeal. Many
Many of
of the new regulations
access to
regulations
and rules
are the
the codification
codification of existing policy at the
rules are
PRRB,
but
some
constitute
Some of
of the
PRRB, but some constitute significant changes.
changes. Some
major revisions
are
set
forth
below.
Although
the
regularevisions are set forth below.
regulations also address appeals
appeals before intermediaries, these
these
provisions are not addressed
addressed in this article.

-– An
An explanation
explanation for
for each
each disputed item and why the
provider believes
payment is
is incorrect,
incorrect, how
how and
and why
believes payment
payment should be determined differently and, if selfselfdisallowed or protested, the nature
nature and
and amount of the
item, as well as
as payment sought;
sought;
-– AA copy
copy of
ofthe
thedetermination
determination under
under appeal;
appeal; and
-– IfIfthe
theprovider
providerhas
has any
any other
other provider
provider entities
entities related
related
to it, the
the name
name and
and address
address of its parent entity and a
statement
that,to
to the
the best
best of
of the
the provider’s
provider’s knowlknowlstatement that,
edge, no related provider
provider has
has aa pending
pendingPRRB
PRRB
hearing request
request on any of
of the
the same
same issues
issues for the
same
calendar year,
year, or
or a statement
same calendar
statement that such a
pending appeal exists,
supplying the provider
exists, supplying
name(s), number(s) and case
case number(s).

Provider Hearing Rights (§§ 405.1803(d), 405.1811, 405.1835)

••Provider
In order
ProviderDissatisfaction
Dissatisfaction and
andSelf-disallowances:
Self-disallowances: In
to meet the statutory requirement
requirement that
that aa provider be
“dissatisfied”
with the determination,
“dissatisfied” with
determination, which is requisite to
PRRB
jurisdiction,
effective
with cost
cost reporting periods
PRRB jurisdiction, effective with
that end on or
after
December
31,
2008,
providers will
will
or after December
2008, providers
not be granted appeal rights
rights for items that
that were not
either expressly
claimed on a cost report or
expressly claimed
or self-disalself-disallowed as
a
protested
amount
on
the
cost
report.
as protested

••Adding
request to add
AddingIssues
Issues to Appeals:
Appeals: AA provider’s request
issues to
to aa pending
pending appeal
appeal must
must be received
received by the
issues
PRRBno
no later
later than
than 60
60 days
days after
after the
the expiration
expiration of the
PRRB
initial 180-day
180-day filing period.
period. For
For appeals
appeals pending as of
August 21,
21, 2008,
2008, the
the deadline
deadline for
for adding
adding new issues
will
August
issues will
be the later of 60
60 days
days after the expiration of
of the
the 180-day
180-day
filing period
period or
orOctober
October 20,
20, 2008.
2008. The new rules
rules require
the use
use of a form to
to add
add an
an issue.
issue.

?
important changes
→This
Thisisis one
one of
of the
the most
most important
changes that
providers need to note because
it
because it requires providers to
prepare for
the
appeal
process
very early
early on,
on, i.e., at
for the
process very
the time of filing
filing the
cost
report.
A
provider
must
the cost
include
any
cost
it
wishes
to
pursue
in
its
cost
include any cost it wishes
in its cost report.
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••Right
Right to
to aa Hearing:
Hearing: A
A provider
provider has
has aa right to
to aa hearing
hearing
as
as part of a group
group appeal
appeal ififititsatisfies
satisfies the
the dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction
and timely filing
filingrequirements
requirements as
as established
established for a single
provider appeal.
appeal.

?
→This
This is
is aa significant
significantchange
change in
inprocedure.
procedure. Providers
Providers
should include in
in their
their initial
initialappeal
appealletters
letters all
all potenpotential
they may
may wish to pursue. Providers can
tial issues
issues they
easily withdraw
withdraw issues
decide not
not to pursue later
issues they decide
in
in the
the process.
process.

••Issues:
are limited
limited to one legal or factual
Issues: Group appeals
appeals are
factual
issue
common to all providers in the
issue common
the appeal.
appeal.

Calculating
Calculating Time
Time Periods and Deadlines (§ 405.1801(a), (d))

••Date
Date of
ofreceipt
receipt by
byaaparty,
party, such
such as
as a provider or intermeintermediary, is presumed to
to be
be five
fivedays
daysafter
afterissuance,
issuance, unless
unless
established
otherwise by
by aa preponderance
preponderance of the
established otherwise
evidence.

••Years:
Years: One or more
more providers
providers in
in aa group
group may,
may, as
as a
matter
matter of right, include more than
than one
one cost
cost year in a
group appeal for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
ofmeeting
meeting the
the$50,000
$50,000
amount in controversy
controversy requirement.
requirement. One or more
providers in
in aa group
groupmay,
may,subject
subject to
toPRRB
PRRB discretion,
include more than one cost year
year in a group appeal for
other purposes,
purposes, such
such as
as convenience.

••Date
Dateof
ofreceipt
receiptby
byaareviewing
reviewingentity,
entity,such
suchas
asthe
thePRRB,
PRRB,
CMS
Administrator or
or the
the Attorney Advisor, is date of
CMS Administrator
delivery when delivered
delivered by
by aa nationally
nationally recognized
recognized nextday courier, or the date stamped
stamped “received” by the
reviewing entity when not delivered
delivered by aa nationally
recognized
next-day courier.
courier. Determination
Determination of date of
recognized next-day
receipt
receipt by a reviewing entity is final and
and not
not subject
subject to
further administrative
administrative or judicial review.

••Transfer
Transfer Back
Back to
to Individual
IndividualAppeals:
Appeals: Once part of a
group appeal,
the provider
provider will
will not be allowed to
appeal, the
transfer
issue to an individual
transfer its issue
individualappeal
appealunless
unless the
thePRRB
PRRB
determines
that the
the requirements
requirements for
for a group appeal
determines that
have not been met.

••Time
Timebegins
begins to
to be
be counted
counted the
the day
day after
after the
the act
act or event
event
that starts
the clock
clock running occurs.
starts the
occurs.

“Providers must be sure to

“Providers must be sure to

closely
forfor
closely abide
abidebybythe
therequirements
requirements

••IfIfthe
thedeadline
deadlinefalls
fallson
onSaturday,
Saturday,Sunday,
Sunday, aa legal
legal federal
federal
holiday or a day on which
which the
the reviewing
reviewing entity
entity is
is unable
unable
to conduct
conduct business
business as usual, the deadline becomes the
next day.

filing
of the
filing appeals,
appeals,totoavoid
avoidthetheriskrisk
of the
appeal
appeal being
beingdismissed
dismissedwith
withprejudice
prejudice

• CMS
•
CMS left itit to
to each
each reviewing
reviewing entity
entity to
to determine
determine whether
it would
would accept
accept faxed
faxed or
or electronically
electronically transmitted
transmitted
submission.

for
thethe
requisite
for failure
failuretotoinclude
includeallallof of
requisite

?
filing
→Don’t
Don’twait
waituntil
untilthe
thelast
last minute
minute to
to file. A late
late filing
will
will likely
likely result
result in
in aa provider
provider forfeiting
forfeitingits
its appeal
appeal
rights.

initial appeal letter.”

information
in the
informationand
anddocumentation
documentation
in the
initial appeal letter.”

••Mandatory/Common
Mandatory/CommonIssue
IssueRelated
Related Party
Party (CIRP)
(CIRP)
Group Appeals:
Group
Appeals:

Filing Extensions
Extensions (§ 405.1836)

••The
may extend
extend the
the 180-day
180-dayfiling
filing period for
ThePRRB
PRRB may
good cause
due to extraordinary conditions beyond
cause due
a provider’s control, such
as fire
fire or
or flood.
such as

-– Related
Related parties wishing to
to appeal
appeal an
an issue
issue that
involves aa common fact
fact or interpretation
interpretation of law,
arising
arising in a cost
cost reporting period ending in
in the
the same
same
calendar
year, with
with an aggregate
amount in
in controcalendar year,
aggregate amount
versy
or more, must bring the
versy of $50,000
$50,000 or
the appeal
appeal as
as a
mandatory group appeal.
appeal.

••No
Noextension
extension may
may be
be granted
granted if the
the provider
provider relies
relies on a
change
change in the law
law as
as its basis
basis or ifif the
the request
request is
is received
received
by the
more than three years
years after
after the
the date
date of the
the PRRB
PRRB more
determination at
at issue.
issue.

-– Only
Onlyrelated
related providers
providers can
can be included in
in aa mandamandatory group appeal.
appeal.

••Although
AlthoughCMS
CMS may
may review
reviewthe
thePRRB’s
PRRB’s decision to grant
or deny
deny an
an extension,
extension, such
such aa determination
determination by
bythe
thePRRB
PRRB
or CMS
is not
not subject
subject to
to judicial review.
CMS is

-– IfIfaaprovider
providerininaamandatory
mandatory group
group appeal
appeal includes
includes
more than one year in the
the appeal,
appeal, the other
other related
related
providers must also
also include the issue
issue for the additional year(s)
year(s) in that appeal
appeal if they wish to appeal
appeal
that issue.
issue.
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-– The
will close
the group
group upon notice from the
The PRRB
PRRB will
close the
group that it is fully
fully formed,
formed, or
or may
may close
close the group
after
after giving it an opportunity
opportunity to
todemonstrate
demonstrate that a
related
party that
that should
should be
be in the group has
related party
has not yet
received its Notice of
of Program
Program Reimbursement
Reimbursement (NPR)
(NPR)
or the deadline for appeal
appeal has
has not yet run. Once the
group is
is closed,
closed, absent an order from
from the
the PRRB,
PRRB, no
other related party may appeal
appeal the
the issue
issue for
for the
the same
same
year that is the subject
subject of the group appeal.
appeal.
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the PRRB.
PRRB.

Quorum
Quorum Requirements (§ 405.1845)
• The
•
ThePRRB
PRRB Chair
Chair may
may designate
designate one or
or more
morePRRB
PRRB

members
to conduct
conduct aa hearing
hearing without
without the provider’s or
members to
intermediary’s consent.
••AAquorum
quorumofofatatleast
leastthree
threePRRB
PRRB members,
members, one of
whom
whom is
is representative
representative of providers, must
must issue a final
decision.

••Forms:
forms required
required for group
Forms: The
The rules
rules include
include PRRB
PRRB forms
appeals.

••The
hearing on
on the written record
ThePRRB
PRRB may conduct a hearing
if both
both parties
parties agree
agree to waive an oral hearing.
hearing.

Amount in Controversy (§ 405.1839)

••In
Inan
anindividual
individualappeal,
appeal,the
the$10,000
$10,000 amount in controversy
versy jurisdictional requirement, i.e., the additional
reimbursement
the provider would
reimbursement the
would receive
receive ififsuccessful
successful
in the
the appeal,
appeal, is
is calculated
calculated based
based on
on the
the aggregate
aggregate
amount of the
the adjustments
adjustments being appealed
appealed by the
provider
provider for
foraasingle
singlecost
costyear.
year. Providers
Providers may
may aggregate
aggregate
adjustments
acrossmultiple
multiple cost
cost years
years for
for purposes of
adjustments across
meeting the $50,000
amount in controversy requirement
$50,000 amount
for group
group appeals.
appeals.

Proceedings Prior to Hearing;
Hearing; (§ 405.1853)

••Preliminary
PreliminaryNarrowing
NarrowingofofIssues:
Issues: Upon notice of a
provider’s hearing request, the intermediary must
attempt
attempt to join with
with the
the provider
provider to
to submit
submit stipulations
stipulations
and must ensure
evidence considered
considered by
by the interensure that evidence
mediary or Secretary
in making its determination are
Secretary in
are
included in the
the record.
record.
••Position
will establish
PositionPapers,
Papers, Generally: The PRRB
PRRB will
establish due
dates for
for position papers.
Exhibits supporting jurisdiction
dates
papers. Exhibits
must accompany
accompany the
the position paper;
for each
each issue
issue must
exhibits addressing
addressing the merits may be submitted
pursuant to aa schedule
schedule adopted
adopted by
by the
thePRRB.
PRRB.

••Any
Anyeffect
effect on
onreimbursement
reimbursement in
in aa year
year other
other than the
one under appeal has
has no
no bearing
bearing on
on the amount in
controversy.
Note: This
This would
would mean that future reimcontroversy. Note:
bursement effect based
based on
on revisions to a current cost
cost
report, e.g., resident
resident full-time
full-time equivalent count, cannot be
included in the
the calculation
calculation of
of the
the amount
amount in
in controversy.
controversy.

••Preliminary
PreliminaryPosition
PositionPapers
Papers—
—New
NewRules:
Rules:

••The
notwithThePRRB
PRRB retains
retains jurisdiction over appeals,
appeals, notwithstanding
that the
the amount in controversy falls to an
standing that
amount less
$10,000, when
when the
the change
change in
in the
less than $10,000,
amount in controversy
controversy is due to
to partial
partial settlement,
settlement,
transfer
of one or more issues
to aa group appeal or
transfer of
issues to
abandonment
abandonment of one or more
more issues.
issues. If the change
change in the
amount in
in controversy
controversy reflects
reflects aa mistaken
mistaken initial
initialassessassessment, the PRRB
does not
not retain
retain jurisdiction.
PRRB does

-– Preliminary
Preliminary position
position papers
papers must be fully developed
developed
and include all
all available
available documentation
documentation necessary
necessary to
give the parties
parties aa thorough understanding
understanding of their
opponent’s position.

-– Parties
Parties will be
be given
given more
more time
time to
to file,
file, generally
generally
allowing eight
eight months
months after
after appeal
appeal request
request for the
provider, twelve months for the
the intermediary
intermediary and
fifteen months for
for the
the provider’s
provider’s response.
response.

Expedited
Judicial Review
Expedited Judicial
Review (§
(§ 405.1842)
405.1842)

••Upon
Uponreceiving
receiving aa request
request for
for expedited
expedited judicial review,
the PRRB
has30
30days
dayseither
eithertotorule
rule on
on the
the request
request or
or to
PRRB has
issue
notice to
to the provider that it has
issue notice
has not submitted
submitted a
complete request,
describing in
in detail the additional
request, describing
information
information that
that isisnecessary.
necessary.

-– Unless
Unless good
good cause
cause is
is demonstrated,
demonstrated, new
new arguments
arguments
and documents
documents not
not included
included in the preliminary position papers
papers may be excluded at
at hearing.
hearing.
••Proposed
Proposed Joint
Joint Scheduling
Scheduling Order
Order(JSO)
(JSO) —
— New
New Rules:
Rules:

Parties to a Hearing (§ 405.1843)
• The
•
ThePRRB
PRRB determines whether an organization is a
“related party”
party” ininaccordance
accordancewith
with4242C.F.R.
C.F.R. §§ 413.17.
413.17.

-– AA JSO
JSO is a written scheduling plan covering all
prehearing and hearing dates
dates except
except the
the final
final position
paper due date.
date.

••CMS
CMS is
is not
not aa party
partytotoaaPRRB
PRRB hearing,
hearing, even
even ifif CMS
CMS made
the decision under appeal.
appeal.

-– Parties
have the
the option to file
in lieu
Parties have
file aa proposed
proposed JSO
JSO in
of a preliminary position paper
paper by the
the due
due date
date
assigned
for the
the preliminary position paper.
assigned for
paper. However,
a preliminary position paper must still be filed at
at a
later date
date for all matters
pursuant to the
matters not resolved pursuant
terms of
4PAGE
of the
the JSO.
JSO.
4
PAGE 18

••The
Theintermediary
intermediarymay
maydesignate
designate aa representative
representative from
the Secretary
of HHS (Secretary)
Secretary of
(Secretary) or CMS
CMS to represent the
intermediary before
before the
thePRRB.
PRRB.
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••The
The new
newrules
rules provide
provide for
for the
the following
followinghearing
hearing alternaalternatives:
in-person, telephone, video, and record.
tives: in-person,

-– AA PRRB
PRRB form is
is provided
provided for
foraaproposed
proposedJSO.
JSO.
••Final
FinalPosition
PositionPapers
Papers—
—New
New Rules:
Rules:

••The
The new
newrules
rules also
also provide
provide that
that although
although formal rules of
evidence
evidence do not apply
apply and
and hearsay
hearsay is
is generally
generally
permitted, affidavits
as to
to material
material facts
factsin
in dispute
dispute will
will
affidavits as
generally
based on
on an
an inability
inability to
generally not be considered
considered based
cross-examine
cross-examine the affiant.

-– Due
Due dates
dates are
are not
not set
set until
until aa hearing
hearing date
date isis issued,
issued,
and will
will generally
generally be
be required
required 90
90 days
days before the
scheduled
hearing for the provider, 60
scheduled hearing
60 days
days before
the scheduled
hearing for the intermediary, and 30
scheduled hearing
30
days
hearing date
date for the
days before the scheduled
scheduled hearing
provider’s response.
response.

PRRB
Hearing Decision
Decision (§ 405.1871)
PRRB Hearing

••The
Thedecision
decision must
must determine
determine whether the provider met
its burden to
by a preponderance
preponderance of the
to establish
establish its case
case by
evidence.

-– The
The PRRB
PRRB may exclude arguments or evidence
outside the scope
scope of the final position
position papers.
papers.

••IfIfthe
instruction that
that would
thedecision
decisiondeparts
departs from
from CMS
CMS instruction
be dispositive,
the decision
decision must
must explain
explain how itit gave
dispositive, the
gave
great
interpretation but
but did
did not
great weight to the CMS
CMS interpretation
uphold the
the intermediary’s
intermediary’s position.

Discovery and Subpoenas (§§ 405.1853, 405.1857)

••The
TheFederal
Federal Rules
Rules of
of Civil
CivilProcedure
Procedure and
and Rules
Rules 401
401 and
501 of the
the Federal
Federal Rules
Rules of Evidence
Evidence serve
serve as
as guidance.

••No
Nodiscovery
discoveryororsubpoena
subpoenaisispermitted
permittedagainst
against CMS,
CMS, the
Secretary
or any
any federal
federal agency,
agency,as
asitit could
could disrupt
disrupt their
Secretary or
day-to-day
activities or
or could
could result
result in
in further backlog of
day-to-day activities
cases
before the PRRB.
CMSbelieves
believes the
the Freedom
Freedom of
cases before
PRRB. CMS
Information
Information process
process is adequate
adequate for this purpose.

Reinstatement
Reinstatement of
ofPRRB
PRRB Case

••Depositions
Depositions are
are permitted
permitted only
onlywhere
wheredeponent
deponentagrees
agrees
to the
the deposition
deposition or
orthe
thePRRB
PRRB determines
determines itit isisnecessary
necessary
to secure
secure the testimony for hearing, and must be
conducted no later than 45 days
days before
before the
the initially
scheduled hearing, unless
directs otherwise.
unless the PRRB
PRRB directs

Administrator Review
Review (§ 405.1875)
405.1875)
• The
•
TheAdministrator
Administrator may
may review
reviewonly
onlyfinal
finalPRRB
PRRB decisions,
decisions,
unless
otherwise noted in the regulations.
unless otherwise
regulations.

••Although
Althoughthe
theold
oldinstructions
instructions required
required that
that requests
requests for
reinstatement
of a case
case be
be made
made within
within 180 days
days of the
reinstatement of
PRRB
closing the
the case,
case,the
thenew
new rules
rules permit
permit 3 years
PRRB closing
years for
such requests.

Judicial
Judicial Review
Review (§
(§ 405.1877)
405.1877)

••AAprovider
providerisisnot
notrequired
requiredto
toseek
seek Administrator
Administrator review
in order to obtain
obtain judicial review.

••Discovery
Discoveryrequests
requests must
must be
be served
served no later
later than
than 120
120
days
days before the initially
initially scheduled
scheduled hearing
hearing date,
date, unless
unless
the PRRB
extends the
the time, and responses
PRRB extends
responses must be
served
days before
before the initially
initially schedserved no later than 45 days
scheduled hearing,
hearing, unless
unless the
the PRRB
PRRB directs otherwise.

••Intermediary
Intermediarydeterminations
determinationsthat
thatcertain
certainexpenses
expenses are
are
not covered
or judicial
covered costs
costs are not subject
subject to PRRB
PRRB or
review.

••Generally
Generally discovery
discovery and
and subpoena
subpoena rulings
rulings are
are reviewable
by the Administrator
Administrator only
only as
as part
part of
of aa final
finalPRRB
PRRB decision. However, where the ruling
ruling authorizes
authorizes the discovery
discovery
or subpoena, and the objection is based
based on privilege,
other protection
protection from
fromdisclosure
disclosuresuch
suchas
as case
case preparation, confidentiality or undue burden, the ruling may
may be
reviewed immediately by the
the Administrator.
Administrator.

••PRRB
or Administrator discovery,
PRRB remand orders,
orders, PRRB
PRRB or
disclosure
or subpoena
subpoena rulings
rulings are
are limited
limited to review
disclosure or
within
within the
the context
context of
of aa final
finalagency
agency decision.
decision.
Reopening of
of Intermediary
Intermediary Determination or Reviewing Entity
Reopening
(§§ 405.1885-1889)
Decision (§§
405.1885–1889)
• Changes
•
Changes in
in CMS
CMS policy or interpretation
interpretation of
of regulations,
regulations,
CMS
rulings or general instructions are not bases
CMS rulings
bases for
reopening a determination.

PRRBActions
Actions in
in Response
Response to
to Failure
Failure to Follow Rules
PRRB
(§ 405.1868)

••IfIfaaprovider
providerfails
fails to
tomeet
meet filing
filingdeadlines
deadlines or other
requirements, the PRRB
may dismiss
dismiss with
with prejudice.
PRRB may

••CMS
CMS has the ultimate authority to direct
direct an
an intermediary
intermediary
to reopen or not
not reopen
reopen aa determination.
determination.

• IfIfan
•
anintermediary
intermediary fails
fails to
to meeting
meeting filing
filing deadlines
deadlines or
other requirements,
requirements, the
the PRRB
PRRB may issue a decision
based on
on the
the written record submitted at that point.
based

••The
Thedecision
decision as
as to
to whether
whether to
to reopen
reopen aa determination
determination is
not subject
subject to further administrative
administrative or judicial review.

• Ex
•
Exparte
parte communication
communication with
withPRRB
PRRB staff
staff regarding
regarding
procedural matters
is not
not prohibited.
matters is
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SELF-REFERRAL

Final IPPS Rule Contains Significant Stark Changes

Final IPPS Rule Contains Significant Stark Changes
Julie
Julie E.
E. Kass 410-347-7314
jekass@ober.com
jekass@ober.com

I t came as
as no surprise
surprise that the final 2009
2009 Hospital

“owners,” would be
be able
able to continue
continue to
to use
use the indirect
compensation
analysis to
to protect
protect their mission support and
compensation analysis
other payment
payment arrangements.
arrangements.

I

Inpatient Prospective
Inpatient
Prospective Payment
Payment System
System (IPPS)
(IPPS) rules
finalized major Stark
Stark provisions that were proposed
in the
the 2008
2008 proposed physician
physician fee
fee schedule
schedule and
and 2009
2009
rule. The final regulations
proposed IPPS
IPPS rule.
regulations address
address (1)
“stand-in-the-shoes” provisions;
provisions; (2) percentage and per“stand-in-the-shoes”
(3) revisions
click equipment
equipment and
and space
space leases;
leases; (3)
revisions to the
definition of
(DHS) entity;
entity; (4)
designated health
health services
services (DHS)
definition
ofaadesignated
an alternative
method of compliance; (5) the exception
alternative method
for obstetrical
subsidies; (6)
(6) the
the exception
exception for
obstetrical malpractice
malpractice subsidies;
ownership and
and investment
investment interests
interests in retirement plans;
plans;

The final physician
physician stand-in-the-shoes
stand-in-the-shoes rule also permits
physicians who
who are not owners
stand in the
physicians
owners to
to choose
choose to stand
shoes
of their physician organization. This allows
shoes of
nonphysician owners to decide whether they want to
to use
use
an indirect compensation
compensation analysis
analysis or direct compensation
exception to protect
protect referrals
referrals to the
the physician
physician organization.
organization.
For example, if aa hospital
hospital has
has aa medical
medical director
director agreement
agreement
with aa physician
physician group, the physician
physician owner of the group
would
would stand
stand in
in the
the shoes
shoes of the
the group
group and
and the
the arrangearrangement would
would need
need to
to meet
meet aa direct
direct compensation
compensation
arrangement
arrangement exception, such as the personal services
services or
fair market value exceptions.
exceptions. If,
If, on the other hand, a
hospital has
medical director agreement
agreement with
with a group
has aa medical
and the physician named
named to serve
serve in
in that
that role is not an
owner of the
would be able to be
the group,
group, the
the arrangement
arrangement would
analyzed
either under
under the
the indirect
indirect compensation
analyzed either
compensation definition
and exception or
or the
the personal
personal services
services and fair market
value exceptions.

(7) the period of
and (8) the burden of
of disallowance;
disallowance; and
proof in
The new rules went
in administrative
administrative claim
claim appeals.
appeals. The
into effect
with the exception of those
effect October 1, 2008,
2008, with
those
addressing
percentage-basedand
andper-click
per-click equipment
equipment and
addressing percentage-based
space
leasesand
andthe
therevised
reviseddefinition
definition of a DSH
DSH entity,
space leases
which will
willgo
gointo
intoeffect
effectOctober
October1,1,2009.
2009.73
73Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
48,434
48,434 (Aug. 19, 2008).
“Stand in the Shoes”
One much-anticipated provision concerns the concept of
“stand in the
initially proposed
the shoes.”
shoes.” CMS
CMS initially
proposed separate
separate stand
stand
in the
the shoes
shoes provisions for
for physicians
physicians and
and entities,
entities, respecrespectively. The entity stand-in-the-shoes
provision, which
stand-in-the-shoes provision,
would
entities would
would stand in
would have
have affected
affected whether DHS entities
the shoes
of their owned or controlled
shoes of
controlled entities,
entities, was not
finalized by
by CMS.
CMS.

Per-click and
Percentage Payments, Per-click
and DHS
DHS Entities
Three provisions finalized with
with the
the IPPS
IPPS rule, taken

together,
will have a significant
significant impact
impact on the provision
together, will
of DHS by physician-owned
provisions (i)
physician-owned entities.
entities. These
These provisions
expand
the definition of DHS
entity; (ii)
(ii) prohibit
expand the
DHS entity;
percentage-based
payments for
for space
space and
and equipment
percentage-based payments
leases;
and(iii)
(iii) prohibit
leases; and
prohibitper-click
per-clickarrangements
arrangements for
for space
space
and equipment
equipment leases.
leases.

As proposed, the physician stand-in-the-shoes
stand-in-the-shoes provision
would
would be
be used
used to
to determine
determine ifif aa physician
physician stands
stands in the
shoes
of a physician organization. In
shoes of
In such
such aa case,
case, any
arrangement
between aa DHS
DHS entity and a physician
arrangement between
group would
would be
beanalyzed
analyzed as
as ifif the
the arrangement
arrangement was
was
directly with
with the
the physicians
physicians in the
the group.
group. As
As such,
such, an
indirect compensation
analysiswould
would not be permitted;
compensation analysis
rather,
compensation exception would
would be
rather, aa direct compensation
be necesnecessary
from the physician to the
sary to protect any referrals
referrals from
DHS
DHS entity. The potential effects of the
the physician
physician stand-instand-inthe-shoes
provision were very troublesome for
the-shoes provision
for academic
academic
medical centers
that often use
centers that
use the indirect compensation
compensation
exception to protect mission
mission support payments
payments to faculty
practice plans.

Percentage
Percentage Payments
Payments

In the
the 2008
2008 proposed
proposed physician
physician fee
fee schedule,
schedule, CMS
CMS noted
its concern that physicians
physicians were
were using
using percentage
percentage arrangearrangestated that
that it
ments in unanticipated
unanticipated ways.
ways. Specifically,
Specifically, CMS
CMS stated
payments were
were only
only to be
intended that percentage
percentage payments
permissible in arrangements
arrangements for physician professional
services. However,
However, lease
lease arrangements
arrangements for
for office space
services.
space or
equipment and
and other
other service
service arrangements
arrangements have become
more prevalent of
of late.
late. Accordingly,
Accordingly, the
the2009
2009 final
finalIPPS
IPPS
rule prohibits
prohibitspercentage-based
percentage-based arrangements
arrangements for space
space
Notably,the
thefinal
final rule
rule did
did not
and equipment leases.
leases. Notably,
prohibit other
prohibit
otherpercentage
percentage compensation
compensation arrangements,
arrangements, e.g.,
e.g.,
billing and
billing
and management
management services
services still may
may be
be established
established
CMShas
hasstated,
stated,however,
however,that
thatitit will
will
on aa percentage
percentage basis.
basis. CMS
continue to
to review
review these
these types
types of
of arrangements
arrangements and may
paymentsinin the
the future
future ifif it
further limit
limit percentage-based
percentage-based payments
4PAGE
views them to be
be abusive.
abusive.
4PAGE 20

The finalized physician
physician stand-in-the-shoes
stand-in-the-shoes provision
requires only physician owners
requires
owners to stand
stand in the shoes
shoes of the
physician-owned organization. Titular owners, however,
as physician
physician owners
owners in
in a captive PC,
PC, would
would not stand
such as
stand
in the
the shoes
shoes of a physician-owned organization. Under the
plans, which
which do not have
final rule, AMC faculty practice
practice plans,
have
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arrangements.The
Thehospital
hospitaltypically
typicallywould
would pay the joint
arrangements.
venture for
for the
the services
services on
on aa per-service
per-service basis.
basis. Commonly,
physicians who
who own the joint venture would
the physicians
would be
be those
those
physicians who
who refer their patients
physicians
patients to the hospital for that
service. For
For example,
example, aa group
group of interventional cardioloservice.
gists joint
joint venture with
with the
gists
the hospital
hospital to
to create
create aa diagnostic
diagnostic
cath lab. The joint venture
venture owns
owns the
the space
space and the cath lab
employees from
from the
equipment. The cath
cath lab
lab leases
leases employees
hospital or uses
uses its own
own employees.
employees. Patients
Patients who are
are regisregisoutpatients go to the cath
tered at the hospital as
as hospital outpatients
lab, where the cath
cath lab joint
joint venture
venture performs
performs the
theservices.
services.
pays the cath
cath lab for
The hospital bills for
for the
the services
services and pays
each cath
cath lab procedure performed.
each

Per-click
Per-click Payments
Payments

CMS
hasbeen
beensimilarly
similarly troubled
troubled by per-click payments
CMS has
payments
because
it
believes
that
such
payments are a mechanism
because it
for physicians
physicians to earn
earn payments for each
each referral they
make. As
As aa result,
result, the
the final
final rule generally
generally prohibits per-click
payments for space
and
equipment
space
equipment leases.
leases. Interestingly,
CMS
notes
that
although
time-based
payments remain
CMS notes that although
permissible,
they
may
be
problematic
for too
permissible, they may be problematic ifif scheduled
scheduled for
short of an interval (i.e., once a week for
4
hours,
as
for 4 hours, as noted
by CMS)
for
the
same
reasons
as
per-click
CMS) for the same reasons per-click arrangements.
arrangements.
CMS
therefore plans
plans to
to continue
continue to study the issue
CMS therefore
issue of
“block-time”
leasing
arrangements.
“block-time” leasing arrangements.

According to the new rules,
the cath
cath lab
lab entity
entity would be
According
rules, the
considered to be
be performing
performingaaDHS
DHSservice.
service.CMS
CMS refuses
refuses
to define the word
word perform,
perform, defaulting
defaulting instead
instead to the
“common” meaning of perform to
to determine
determine whether a
joint venture
venture entity
entity has
has performed
performed aa service.
service. Further
commentary states
statesthat
that aa procedure
procedure would
would be performed
if the
provided by the entity
the components
components of the
the services
services provided
would otherwise
otherwise permit that entity to submit a claim to
Medicare.
Sincethe
the cath
cathlab
lab joint
joint venture
venture in the example
Medicare. Since
above
is providing all of
is likely
above is
of the
the cath
cath lab
lab services,
services, itit is
that CMS
would consider such a joint venture
CMS would
venture aa DHS
DHS
entity under the new definition.

Definition of DHS Entity
In yet
yet another
another major change
change coming out of the
the new
new Stark
Stark
regulations, CMS
CMS has
hasexpanded
expandedthe
the definition
definition of DHS
DHS
entity. Until now,
now, the
the term
term DHS
DHS entity had been defined
only as
the
entity
that
bills
Medicare
as
that bills Medicare for
for aa DHS
DHS service.
service.
In the
final
IPPS
rule,
effective
October
1,
2009,
the final IPPS rule, effective October 1, 2009, CMS
CMS
expanded
the definition to include any
expanded the
any entity
entity that
that performs
performs
a DHS
service, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that
that another
another entity
entity billed
DHS service,
for the service.
involving one entity that bills
service. In situations
situations involving
for aa service
and
a
separate
entity
that furnishes the
service
separate
service,
both
entities
will
be
considered
service, both entities will be considered DHS
DHS entities.
entities.

“By prohibiting per-click and

Once it is
is determined
determined that the joint
joint venture
venture isis aa DHS
DHS entity,
referrals by
by physician
physician owners
owners of
of the
the joint venture to
any referrals
the entity would
would need
need to
tomeet
meetaaStark
Stark exception.
exception. Few
Few Stark
Stark
exceptions apply
apply to ownership and none apply to
exceptions
to these
these
arrangements,except
exceptperhaps
perhapsifif the
the entity
entity is
is located
located in a
arrangements,
rural area. Accordingly, such joint
joint venture
venture arrangements
arrangements
will need
will
need to
to be
be unwound
unwound or
orrestructured.
restructured.

“By prohibiting per-click and
percentage lease
percentage
leasepayment
payment
arrangements for
arrangements
forspace
spaceand
andequipment
equipment
leases,
leases, CMS
CMS has
hasprevented
preventedjoint
jointventure
venture
under-arrangements
from
under-arrangementstransactions
transactions
from
being
being restructured
restructuredasasequipment
equipment
leasing
leasing arrangements
arrangementswith
withthose
those
common payment methodologies.”
common payment methodologies.”

commentary focuses
focuses on
on hospital underWhile CMS’s
CMS’s commentary
arrangements transactions
transactionswith
with physician-owned
physician-owned joint
arrangements
ventures, the
the regulation text is much broader than such
ventures,
such
arrangements. Specifically,
Specifically,the
the regulatory
regulatory text
text provides that
arrangements.
will be
any entity that performs DHS will
be considered
considered aa DHS
DHS
entity under the new definition.
definition. There
There is no requirement
requirement
that such an entity have physician ownership. In
In the
the case
case
of an entity
entity that
that provides
provides services
services to a physician group,
which then
then bills
bills for
for the
the DHS,
DHS, two
two financial
financial relationships
relationships
First, itit will
will be
must meet an exception. First,
be necessary
necessary for the
physician group to
to meet
meet the
the in-office
in-office ancillary
ancillary services
services
exception for the DHS
DHS for which itit bills
bills and
and second,
second, the
DHS
will need to meet
DHS entity performing the service
service will
meet an
exception for
for the
the referrals
referrals itit receives
receives from
from the
the physicians.
physicians.

The preamble to
to the
the IPPS
IPPS rules includes commentary
stating that
that CMS
CMSfelt
felt compelled
compelled to
to take
take this action to
stating
prohibit physician
physician ownership in joint
joint ventures
ventures that typically
provide services
provide
services “under
“under arrangements”
arrangements” with
with hospitals.
hospitals. CMS
CMS
has taken
taken the
the view
view that Congress
Congressdid
did not
not intend
intend to
to allow
has
physicians to have an ownership interest
physicians
interest in
in aa service
service
company, when the physician would not
company,
not have
have been
been able
to the
the company
company ifif it billed
to refer patients
patients to
billed Medicare
Medicare for
services. CMS
CMSprovides
providesaalengthy
lengthy explanation
explanation of its
those services.
concerns with such
concerns
such arrangements.
arrangements. AA typical hospital underarrangements transaction
transactionwith
with a physician joint venture,
arrangements
venture, as
as
described by CMS,
CMS,would
would be structured
structured so
so that
that the
the joint
described
venture would provide
provide aa complete
complete service
service to aa hospital.
hospital.

In restructuring
restructuring physician-owned joint venture underarrangements
transactions,(whether
(whetherwith
with hospitals
hospitals or
or with
with
arrangements transactions,
physician
is likely that providers and
physician group practices)
practices) itit is
physicians
will necessarily
physicians will
necessarily move toward
toward arrangements
arrangements for
which
which Stark
Stark exceptions
exceptions already
already exist,
exist, e.g.,
e.g., space
space and
equipment
equipment leases
leases and management
management and billing
billing services.
services.
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By prohibiting
prohibiting per-click
per-clickand
andpercentage
percentage lease
lease payment
arrangements
arrangements for space
space and equipment
equipmentleases,
leases, CMS
CMS has
has
prevented such arrangements
arrangements from being
being restructured
restructured as
as
equipment leasing
with those common
leasing arrangements
arrangements with
payment methodologies. Clearly,
was aware
aware of, and
Clearly, CMS
CMS was
wanted to
to prevent,
prevent, physicians
physicians restructuring
restructuring their
their arrangearrangements in ways
ways that
that CMS
CMS still considers potentially abusive.
abusive.
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of an exception. In addition,
addition, the
the alternative
alternative method
cannot be used
used more
more than
than once
once in a three-year
period for
three-year period
a particular physician.

Obstetrical Malpractice Subsidies
final rule
rule expands
expands the Stark
Stark exception
exception for
The IPPS
IPPS final
Leaving intact the
obstetrical malpractice subsidies.
subsidies. Leaving
previous exception, which
which protected
protected arrangements
arrangements that
met the antikickback
antikickback safe
safe harbor
harbor requirements,
requirements, CMS
CMS
added a new alternative that allows hospitals,
hospitals, federally

CMS has
hasadded
added the
the limitations
limitations
To effectuate these changes,
changes, CMS
on payment methodologies to the
the Stark
Stark exceptions for
space leases,
leases,equipment
equipment leases,
leases,fair
fair market
market value and
space
indirect compensation
compensation arrangements.
arrangements.

qualified health centers
and rural
rural health
health clinics
clinics to provide
centers and
obstetrical malpractice insurance subsidies
subsidies to
to a physician
that routinely
as part
part of a medical
routinely engages
engages in obstetrics as
practice
that is
is located
located in
in either (1) a primary care
practice that
care Health
Professional
Shortage Area
Area (HPSA),
(HPSA), aa rural
rural area,
area, or an
Professional Shortage
area
with demonstrated
need as
as determined
determined in
in an adviarea with
demonstrated need
sory opinion,
opinion, or
or (2)
(2)an
anarea
area comprised
comprised of
of patients
patients at
at least
least
75
percent of whom live
75 percent
live in
inaamedically
medicallyunderserved
underserved area
area
or are part of aa medically
medically underserved
underserved population.

“Hospitals, physicians and other entities

“Hospitals, physicians and other entities
billing
billing Medicare
Medicarethat
thathave
haverelationships
relationships
with
with physicians
physiciansshould
shouldreview
reviewtheir
their
arrangements
they
arrangementstotoensure
ensurethat
that
they
comply with these new regulations.”

Ownership or Investment Interests in Retirement Plans
physician’s ownership
While CMS
CMS continues to classify a physician’s
or investment
investment interests in retirement plans
plans as
as a compensation
relationship with
with the
the retirement
retirement fund,
fund,CMS
CMS has
has expanded

comply with these new regulations.”

the reach
relationship. Under
Under the
the final
final rule, if the
reach of that relationship.
retirement
invests in
in aa DHS
DHS entity,
entity, the
the physician
physician will
will
retirement plan invests
be found to
to have
have an ownership relationship with
with that
that DHS
DHS
entity. CMS
was concerned
concerned that physicians
physicians were using
CMS was
investment
vehicles to
to maintain ownership interests
investment vehicles
interests in DHS
DHS
entities that
that otherwise
otherwise would
would have been prohibited.
entities

The three final provisions
provisions concerning
concerning percentage
percentage
payments,
per-click and
and the
the definition of
payments, per-click
of DHS
DHS entity are
are
significant revisions
revisions to the Stark
exceptions that
that will
will have
Stark exceptions
have
a major impact on
on the
the way
wayhealth
healthcare
carearrangements
arrangements are
structured. The changes
are considerably
considerably broader than
changes are
simply joint
joint ventures
ventures that
that provide
provideservices
services under
under arrangearrangements to hospitals,
hospitals, encompassing
encompassing certain service
service
arrangements
for in-office ancillary services.
Additionally,
arrangements for
services. Additionally,
the prohibition
prohibition of
ofpercentage
percentage and per-click payment
payment
methodologies for space
and equipment leases
will further
space and
leases will
limit
that health
health care
care providers
providers will
will be
limit the
the transactions
transactions that
able to enter into when physicians
are involved.
involved. While it
physicians are
will
will take
take some
some time to fully
fully reveal
reveal all
all of
of the
the nuances
nuances of
these
new rules,
rules, itit is
is clear
clear that
that there
there will
will be a major shift
these new
in the
the way
waysuch
sucharrangements
arrangements are
are structured
structured and
and services
services
are
are provided in
in the
the future.
future. Hospitals,
Hospitals, physicians
physicians and other
entities
relationships with
with physientities billing Medicare
Medicare that have
have relationships
cians
cians should review their
their arrangements
arrangements to ensure that they
comply with
withthese
these new
newregulations.
regulations.Some
Some arrangements,
arrangements,
particularly those
those involving physician ownership in DHS
DHS
entities,
as newly
newly defined,
defined, may
may require
require unwinding
unwinding or
entities, as
restructuring.

Period of Disallowance
CMS has
hasattempted
attemptedto
to create
createclarity
clarity by
by finalizing
finalizing provisions
CMS
that identify the period
period of
of disallowance
disallowance that
that results
results from
the submission of Medicare
Medicare claims where there
there has
has been a
Stark violation.
violation. The
The final
final rule,
rule, minimally
minimally modified from the
Stark
proposed, provides that the period of
of disallowance
disallowance ends
ends
no later than:
1. When the arrangement
comes into
into compliance,
compliance, if the
arrangement comes
noncompliance does not relate
relate to compensation;
compensation;
2. The date when the
remuneration is
is returned,
returned, if
the excess
excess remuneration
the noncompliance
noncompliance relates
relates to
to excess
excess compensation; or

3. The
The date
date on
on which additional money is paid, if the
noncompliance relates
relates to insufficient payment.

Alternative Method of Compliance
CMS’salternative
alternativemethod
method of
of compliance rule is designed
CMS’s
designed

In response
notes that
that the
the period
period of
response to comments, CMS
CMS notes
disallowance could end
end earlier
earlier based
based on specific
specific facts
facts and
circumstances.
states in
in the
circumstances. Of significance, CMS
CMS also states
preamble that the beginning and end dates
dates of a financial
relationship do not necessarily
coincide with
with the beginning
necessarily coincide
and end dates
example, if a
dates of a written
written agreement.
agreement. For example,
physician
is paid more than fair market value by a hospital
physician is
during the
4PAGE
the term
term of
ofaapersonal
personalservices
services arrangearrange4
PAGE 29

to relieve some of the
the unintended
unintended consequences
consequences of the
Stark
statute’s strict
strict liability.
liability. CMS
created an alternative
Stark statute’s
CMS created
method of compliance
compliance that will
will allow
allowmissing
missingsignatures
signatures
from written
corrected within
within 30
written agreements
agreements to be corrected
30 days
days if
non-inadvertent and within 90
90 days
days if inadvertent, all the
while allowing
allowing the
the arrangement
arrangement to remain
remain protected by
an exception. To benefit from
from this
this method,
method, an
an arrangearrange-
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SELF-REFERRAL

Villafane Court Adopts Pragmatic Approach to Stark AMC Exception

Villafane Court Adopts Pragmatic Approach to Stark AMC Exception
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C. Cilento 410-347-7309
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O

n April
April 8,
8, 2008,
2008, the
the United
United States
States District Court for
the District of Kentucky dismissed
qui tam suit filed
dismissed aa qui
under the FCA,
FCA, finding that
that the
the defendants
defendants met the
qualifications for protection under
under the
the academic
academic medical
center (AMC) exception to the federal
center
federal self-referral
self-referral law
(Stark law),
law), 42
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. § 1395nn. In
In United
UnitedStates
States ex rel.
Villafane
Supp. 2d 678
678 (W.D. Ky. 2008),
Villafane v.
v. Solinger,
Solinger, 543 F.
F. Supp.
2008),
the plaintiff, a pediatric cardiologist,
filed a qui tam action
action
cardiologist, filed
against
affiliates of
of the
the University of Louisville Medical
against affiliates
School
School (Medical School), including the
the Medical
Medical School’s
School’s
research
foundation (Foundation), his former practice
research foundation
practice
group and other individual
individual defendants,
defendants, alleging that the
defendants
violated the FCA
FCA by
by submitting claims for
defendants violated
Medicaid reimbursement
reimbursement that
that were falsely
falsely certified to be
in compliance
compliance with,
with, among
among other
other things,
things, the Stark
Stark law. In
dismissing
the suit,
suit, the
the court
court provided
provided the first in-depth
dismissing the
case
law discussion
discussion of
of the
the AMC
AMC exception
exception and applied a
case law
“goal- and purpose-oriented perspective,” rather than a
“hyper-technical” approach,
approach, to find
find that
that the
the defendants
defendants met
the requirements
requirements for the exception.

suit on behalf of the
the government.
government. The plaintiffs claimed
claimed
that FCA
liability arose
FCA liability
arose in
in this
this case
case as
as a result of
of Kosair’s
Kosair’s
certification in its
its Medicaid
Medicaid claims
claims for
for reimbursement
reimbursement that
it had complied with
with all
allapplicable
applicable laws
laws and
and regulations,
regulations,
including the
the Stark
Stark law and
and antikickback
antikickback statute.
statute.

O

The Stark
law generally
generally prohibits physicians
Stark law
physicians from making
referrals
to an entity for
referrals to
for aa designated
designated health service
service if the
physician
physician (or his or her
her immediate
immediate family
family member)
member) has
has a
“financial relationship” with
with that
that entity,
entity, unless
unless an
an excepexception applies.
applies. Here, the court specifically found that the
financial relationship at issue
falls within the
issue falls
the AMC
AMC excepexception and,
matter of
of law, could
and, thus, no FCA
FCA liability, as
as aa matter
be predicated on the
the Stark
Stark law.
law. The
The court
courtdiscussed
discussed each
each
of the elements
elements of the AMC exception and found that
Kosair
financial relationship fell
Kosair and the other defendants’
defendants’ financial
within
within that
that exception.
exception.
First,
First, the court analyzed the AMC exception requirements
requirements
that relate
relate to the employment and
and licensure
licensure status
status of the
referring physicians.
physicians. The plaintiffs argued that the defendants
dants failed to demonstrate
demonstrate that the referring physicians
physicians
“provide
“provide either
eithersubstantial
substantial academic
academic services
services or substantial
substantial
clinical services
services .. .. . for which
which the
the faculty
faculty member
member receives
receives
compensation.” Specifically,
Specifically, the
the plaintiffs’
plaintiffs’ asserted
asserted that the
defendants’
defendants’ timekeeping system
system was a “sham” based
based solely
on the
the estimates
estimates of the
the defendant
defendant doctors
doctors themselves.
themselves.
Finding that the AMC regulations
regulations do
do not require a physician to use
use a particular timekeeping
timekeeping system
system and that there
is “no
“no indication
indicationthat
thateither
eitherCongress
Congress or
orHCFA/CMS
HCFA/CMS
intended the fate of an
medical center
center would
would
an academic
academic medical
hang upon its
its particular
particular timekeeping
timekeeping practices,”
practices,” the court
held that the defendant
defendant doctors
doctors provided
provided substantial
substantial
academic
as evidenced
evidenced in affidavits
academic and clinical services
services as
indicating they
they supervise
supervise more than
than 100
100 medical
medical students
students
and residents at Kosair.

The plaintiff, aa former University
University of
of Louisville
Louisville Medical
Medical
School
professor, and
and his
his current
current medical
medical practice
practice filed this
School professor,
suit against
his former medical practice group,
against his
group, several
several
physician members of the Medical
Medical School’s
School’s faculty, the
Foundation
and Norton Hospitals,
Inc. d/b/a Kosair
Foundation and
Hospitals, Inc.
Kosair
Children’s
Hospital (Kosair),
(Kosair), which is the only
Children’s Hospital
only freestanding,
freestanding,
full-service
pediatric hospital
hospital in Kentucky. The chief of staff
full-service pediatric
staff
at Kosair was also a named defendant.
The crux of
of the
the plaintiffs’
plaintiffs’FCA
FCA allegations
allegations centers
centers around
the flow
flow of
of money
money between
between Kosair
Kosair and
and the
the defendant
defendant
doctors. As
As full-time members of the
the Medical
Medical School
School
faculty, defendant doctors
doctors participated
participated in the Medical
School’s
professional practice
practice plan,
plan, which
which requires the
School’s professional
doctors to pay a percentage
percentage of their private
private practice
practice
revenues
revenues to the Medical School’s
School’s fund. The Medical
School’s
fund channels
channels money
money to
to the
the Foundation,
Foundation, which is
School’s fund
used,
among other things,
things, to support the defendant
used, among
defendant
doctors’ faculty salaries.
Significantly, hospitals,
hospitals, including
including
salaries. Significantly,
Kosair,
also contribute
contribute to the Foundation that supports the
Kosair, also
faculty salaries.
Each of
of the defendant doctors practice at
salaries. Each
and as a result, refer patients to, Kosair.
Kosair. Plaintiffs claim that
this financial relationship between Kosair and the physicians
cians violates the Stark
Stark law.

Furthermore,
Furthermore, the court rejected plaintiffs’ contentions that
compensation
compensation provided to
to the
the defendant
defendant doctors
doctors exceeded
exceeded
fair market value (FMV) and was determined in a manner
that took into
into account
account the
the volume
volume and
and value
value of
of referrals.
referrals.
As
an initial matter,
the court refused
refused to
to adopt the plaintiffs’
As an
matter, the
theory that the FMV determination of
of aa physician’s
physician’s
compensation
paid by the AMC should take into account
compensation paid
account
the physician’s
income derived
derived from
from his or her private
physician’s income
practice,
in addition to his
practice, in
his or
or her
her faculty
faculty salary.
salary. Finding
that the defendant doctors’
doctors’ salaries
salarieswere
werein
in line
line with
with
national salary
data, the
the court
court further rejected
salary data,
rejected the plaintiffs’
argument that the salaries
failed to meet the safe harbor
salaries failed

The court first noted that neither the Stark
law nor the
Stark law
antikickback statute
provide for a private right of action;
statute provide
action;
however,
FCA permits
permits individual
individual whistleblowers
whistleblowers to file
however, the FCA
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because
they do
do not
not fall within
two parties
parties approved annually memorializing the amount
because they
within the
the Phase
Phase II methodologies
methodologies http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=2ed6cff8-d023-41d1-83ce-127cd7ab06e2
for calculating FMV,
FMV, which
which had been explicitly rejected in
of support provided by
by Kosair
Kosair to
to the
the Foundation.
Foundation. The
Phase
III as
as both
both “impractical” and
court noted that “[n]o authority requires
requires a specific
specific type of
Phase III
and “infeasible.”
“infeasible.” Addressing
Addressing
specifically the salary
provided to Kosair’s
documentation to memorialize the relationship between
salary provided
Kosair’s chief of staff,
staff,
the AMC components.”
which was
was near or above
above the high-end range for neonatologists,
the court
court found that the salary was
was appropriate
appropriate in
ogists, the
light of
In addition to
of the
the chief’s
chief’s duties
duties and
and responsibilities
responsibilities at the Medical
to the
the foregoing,
foregoing, the
the court found
found that
that the
the relarelaSchool
and that
that he
he is
is arguably
arguably at
at or
or near
near the
the top
top of his
tionship did not
School and
not run
run afoul
afoul of
ofthe
theantikickback
antikickbackstatute.
statute. As
As
profession.
compare with ordinary
part of its
declined to adopt
profession. To compare
ordinary neonatologists,
neonatologists, the
its analysis,
analysis, the court expressly
expressly declined
the “one
court held, would
would be
be to
tocompare
compare “apples
“apples and
and oranges.”
oranges.”
“one purpose”
purpose”test
testestablished
established ininU.S.
U.S. v.
v. Greber,
Greber, 760
760
F.2d
68, 71
71 (3d.
(3d. Cir.
Cir. 1985).
1985).The
The“one
“one purpose”
purpose” test,
test, which
which
F.2d 68,
has
been adopted
adopted in other circuits, generally holds that the
has been
“The Villafane court takes a commonintent element of the antikickback statute
can be
be met
met if
statute can
payments
physicians are
are to
to any extent motivated to
payments to physicians
sense approach to applying the elements
induce referrals.
Instead, the
the court
court found
found that the plaintiffs
referrals. Instead,
here presented
presented no
no specific evidence
evidence or facts
facts to support
of the AMC exception, focusing more on
their general
general allegation that
that the
the arrangement
arrangement at
at issue
issue
violates the antikickback
antikickback statute.
statute. Because
Because the defendants’
defendants’
the purpose of the AMC exception and
arrangement
fell within
within the AMC exception to the
arrangement fell
the Stark
Stark law
and
violation
of
the
antikickback
statute
was
the
no
of
the
antikickback
statute
found,
its elements, and rejecting the “hypercourt dismissed
FCA allegations
allegations in
in the plaintiffs’
dismissed the FCA
complaint. In
In addition,
addition, the
thecourt
courtdismissed
dismissed freestanding
freestanding
technical” arguments set forth
allegations
allegations under Stark
Stark and the antikickback
antikickback statute
statute
by the plaintiffs.”
because
of the
the lack
lack of a private cause
of action under
because of
cause of
those provisions.

“The Villafane court takes a common-

sense approach to applying the elements
of the AMC exception, focusing more on
the purpose of the AMC exception and
its elements, and rejecting the “hypertechnical” arguments set forth
by the plaintiffs.”

The court’s decision in
Villafane v.
in U.S.
U.S. ex rel. Villafane
v. Solinger
Solinger is
significant
becauseitit isis the
the first
first published
published opinion
opinion that
significant because
provides a detailed discussion
discussion of
of the AMC
AMC exception
exception to the
Stark
law. Additionally, Villafane
Stark law.
Villafane provides
provides aa common-sense
common-sense
approach to applying the
the elements
elements of the
the AMC
AMC exception.
The court’s
court’s approach
approach focused
focused more
more on
on the
the purpose
purpose of the
AMC exception and its elements, and rejected
rejected the “hypertechnical”
argumentsset
setforth
forthby
bythe
theplaintiffs.
plaintiffs.■¦
technical” arguments

Next, the court considered
considered whether compensation to
faculty physicians
took into account the volume or value
physicians took
value
of the
the referrals.
referrals. Plaintiffs argued that payments made by
Kosair
reflected the
the volume
volume or value of
Kosair to the Foundation reflected
referrals
because,according
accordingto
to the
the plaintiffs,
plaintiffs, Kosair
Kosair would
would
referrals because,
not have contributed to the
the Foundation
Foundation ifif such
such payments
payments
did not
not fund
fund physician
physician referrals
referrals to
to Kosair.
Kosair. The court
found the
the plaintiffs’
plaintiffs’ argument
argument “contrary
“contrary to
to the
the clear
clear statustatutory and regulatory purpose” of the
the AMC
AMC exception and
concluded that,
that, because
because the physicians’
physicians’ salaries
salaries were
fixed at FMV and did not vary
vary during
during aa given
given fiscal
fiscal year
year
based
on referrals,
referrals, the
the salaries
salariesdo
do not
not reflect
reflect the volume
based on
or value of
of referrals.
referrals. The
The court
court again
again specifically
specifically analyzed
analyzed
payments
made to
to the chief of
payments made
of staff
staff at
at Kosair,
Kosair, whose
salary
was substantially
substantially higher
higher than other physicians and
salary was
who
who also
also generated
generated substantially
substantially more revenue for Kosair
Kosair
than other physicians.
Again, the
the court noted that his
physicians. Again,
salary
was “hardly
“hardly surprising” given
salary was
given his
his greater
greater responsiresponsibilities at the Medical School
and did
did not reflect the
School and
volume or value
value of
of referrals.
referrals.

Co
o nnggr ra a
t ut lua lt ai ot ni o
sns
Sandy
the American
American Health
Sandy Teplitzky
Teplitzky received
received the
Health
Lawyers
Association's
prestigious
David J.
Lawyers Association's prestigious David
Greenburg
Service
Greenburg Service
Award.
Award.
Presented
annually,
award
given
Presented annually, thetheaward
is isgiven
to to
those
those
lawyers
who
have
made
significant
lawyers who have made significant contributions
contributions
to
the AHLA
AHLAover
over
course
of their
careers.
to the
thethe
course
of their
careers.
Only
Only
eighteen
attorneys
have
been
selected
forthe
eighteen attorneys have been selected for
the
award
to date.
date.Mr.
Mr.Teplitzky
Teplitzky
becomes
Ober|Kaler
award to
becomes
thethe
thirdthird
Ober|Kaler
attorney to
attorney
to
receive
thislifetime
lifetime
achievement
award,
joining
past honorees
receive this
achievement
award,
joining
past honorees
Leonard
Leonard
C. Homer
Homerand
andThomas
Thomas
K.
C.
K. Hyatt.
Hyatt.
Mr.
Teplitzky
has
been
a member
of AHLA
(and
its predecessor
Mr. Teplitzky
has
been
a member
of AHLA
(and its
predecessor
organiorganization,
NationalHealth
Health
Lawyers
Association)
for more
thanyears.
zation, National
Lawyers
Association)
for more
than thirty
thirty
years.on
He
on the
the Board
Board of
of Directors
Directorsfrom
from1986
1986 to
to 1995 and
He served
served
and as
as
President
from1993
1993toto 1994.
1994. He
He was
wasnamed
namedaaFounding
FoundingFellow
Fellow
President from
in
in
2005
and isiscurrently
currentlythe
theChair
Chair
AHLA
Fellows
2005 and
of of
thethe
AHLA
Fellows
Program.
Program.

The court considered
considered several
several other
other arguments
arguments presented
presented
by the plaintiffs contending
did not
contending that the defendants
defendants did
meet the AMC
AMC exception.
exception. Of note, the plaintiffs argued
argued that
the relationship between Kosair
Kosair and the
the Medical
Medical School
School
was not sufficiently memorialized
memorialized by
by one
one or more written
was
agreements or
or other
other documents.
documents. The
The court
court found that,
agreements
although there was no lengthy,
lengthy, detailed
detailed contract
contract between
the two
two parties,
parties, the
the parties
parties presented sufficient documentary evidence
evidence of their relationship
relationship dating
dating back
back to
to 1962.
1962. This
evidence included, among other things,
things, documents that the
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Rice 202-326-5030
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S. Rice
csrice@ober.com
csrice@ober.com

Paul S.Weidenfeld
S.Weidenfeld 202-326-5080
psweidenfeld@ober.com

The Court’s
consideration of the issue
Court’s consideration
issue was immediately
seen
as having
having significant
significantreach.
reach.Within
Withinaamonth
month of
of publiseen as
cation, the Sixth
U.S. v. Ford Motor, 532
532
Sixth Circuit
Circuit observed
observed in
inU.S.
F.3d
496, 509
509(6th
(6th Cir.
Cir. 2008)
2008)“[I]n
“[I]n light
light of the
F.3d 496,
the Supreme
Supreme
Court’s
recent decision
decision in
in Allison
Allison Engine…
Engine… the
the law
law in this
Court’s recent
Circuit
is now less
friendly to qui tam plaintiffs than it was
Circuit is
less friendly
was
prior to
to that
that decision.”
decision.” It is too early
early to tell
tell how
how much
much less
less
friendly the legal environment will
will become
become for
for relators,
relators, or
whether the case
will give
case will
give rise
rise to
to aa legislative
legislative response,
response, but
the courts have begun the process
of interpreting the
process of
holding and
and an
an examination
examination of
of the
the case
case and the early
returns
is certainly
certainly worthwhile.
worthwhile.
returns is
The Facts
Facts of
of Allison
Allison Engine
The
Engine
defendants in
in Allison Engine,
Engine, aa declined
declined qui
qui tam, were
The defendants
alleged to have
have submitted
submitted false
false claims
claims for
for generator
generator sets
sets
that were not manufactured
manufactured in
in accordance
accordance with the
the Navy’s
Navy’s
baseline drawings
drawings or
or with
with military standards
— both of
baseline
standards —
which were
which
were incorporated
incorporated into
intothe
thedefendant’s
defendant’ssubcontracts.
subcontracts.
The relator alleged that the invoices
invoices for
for the
the generator
generator sets
sets
were fraudulent because
because 1) they were defective; 2) they
did not
not meet
meet military
militarystandards
standards though
though the
the Certificates
Certificates of
Conformance falsely
falsely claimed
claimed they
they did;
did; and 3) the defenConformance
dants knew that
dants
that the
the generator
generator sets
sets were defective and
failed to meet
meet military
military standards.
standards.

“It is too early to tell how much less

“It is too early to tell how much less
friendly
willwill
friendly the
thelegal
legalenvironment
environment

become
thethe
case
become for
forrelators,
relators,ororwhether
whether
case

W

hen the Supreme
Court handed
handed down
down its
its opinion
Supreme Court
in Allison
Engine
Co.
v.
United
States
ex
Allison Engine Co. v. United States ex rel.
rel. Sanders,
Sanders,
128 S.
S. Ct.
Ct. 2123
2123 (2008),
(2008), last
last year,
year, itit addressed
addressed aa split
in the
the circuits
circuits over the meaning
meaning of the
the “presentment”
“presentment”
requirement of
§
3729(a)(2)
of
the
False
of § 3729(a)(2) the False Claims Act and
examined “the relationship” between the making of aa
examined
“false record
record or statement,”
and the
the payment
payment of
of the
the ulti“false
statement,” and
mate
“false
or
fraudulent
claim…
by
the
government.”
Id.
mate “false or fraudulent claim…
at 2126.
Did
claims
have
to
be
presented
directly
to
the
2126. Did claims have
presented
government and must payment be made directly by the
government?
Did there
there have
have to
to be a nexus between the
government? Did
falsity and the reimbursement?
Or, under
under the
the Act
Act could a
reimbursement? Or,
qui tam
plaintiff
meet
his
burden
simply
by
establishing
tam plaintiff meet his burden simply by establishing
that government money was eventually used
used to pay any
“false or fraudulent”
claim?
fraudulent” claim?

W

will
response,
will give
giverise
risetotoa alegislative
legislative
response,
but
process
but the
thecourts
courtshave
havebegun
begunthethe
process
of interpreting the holding.”

of interpreting the holding.”

At the conclusion of the trial, but
but before
before aa verdict
verdict was
was
rendered, the defendants moved
to
dismiss,
moved to dismiss, asserting
asserting the
plaintiff had
had failed
failed to
to prove
prove that
that the
the claims
claims had
had been
been
presented
to
the
government,
and
that
such
a failure was
presented to
fatal as
as aa matter
matter of
of law. The trial court
court agreed
agreed and
dismissed
the
action,
but
a
divided
panel
of the
dismissed the action, but a divided
the Sixth
Sixth
Circuit reversed,
holding
that
the
intent
to
cause
reversed, holding
intent to cause aa false
false
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380 F.3d
F.3d 488 (C.A. DC
2004), written by
Roberts when
when he was still
2004),
by Chief
Chief Justice
Justice Roberts
sitting as a Circuit Judge,
Judge, and the Supreme Court granted
certiorari to resolve the conflict.
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the false
record or statement”
to have
have aa “material
“material effect” on
false record
statement” to
the government’s decision to pay. Id.
Id. at
at 2126.
2126.
Reaction by the Lower Courts

The initial reaction
reaction by the
the lower
lower courts
courts has
has focused on the
materiality and intent in
in several
several different contexts.
contexts. One
district court reversed
reversed itself and dismissed
dismissed a crop insurance
insurance
fraud case
because the
the “direct
“direct link between
case because
between the
the false
false statestatements
and the government
government decision
decision to
to pay is too
ments and
attenuated
liability” (United
attenuated to establish liability”
(UnitedStates
States v. Hawley,
citing page 6 of Allison). The
The Fifth Circuit
Circuit recently
recently used it
in an unpublished opinion to
to affirm
affirm summary
summary judgment for
a lack of intent
intent to
to prove
prove materiality
materiality saying
saying “The
“The FCA
FCA is …
not an appropriate vehicle
vehicle for policing regulatory compliance.” U.S.
U.S.ex
exrel.
rel.Gudur
Gudur v.
v. Deloitte
Deloitte && Touche.
Touche. And
And several
several
other courts have
have applied Allison Engine
Engine to support
dismissals
under Motions
Motions to
to Dismiss
Dismiss under
under both 12(b)
dismissals under
12(b) as
as
well as
as 9(b).

The
Supreme Court’s Analysis
The Supreme

Not surprisingly, the Court sided with
with Totten.
Totten. The unanimous
“insufficient” for a plaintiff
mous opinion held that it was
was “insufficient”
to “show
“show merely”
merely”that
thataafalse
false statement's
statement's use either
resulted
“in obtaining or getting payment
resulted “in
payment or approval of
the claim,” or that
that “government
“government money
money was
was used to pay
the false
false or fraudulent claim,”
claim,” Allison
Allison Engine
Engine at
at 2126.
2126. The
court rejected
the view
view that
that it is enough to show that
rejected the
government
funds will
will ultimately
government funds
ultimately be
be involved,
involved, stating
stating
“[P]aid
“[P]aid by the government” is
is not
not the
the same
same as
as getting a
claim paid by
by someone
someone simply using
using government
government funds;
a defendant
defendant must
must intend that “the Government itself pay
the claim.” Id. at
element would,
at 2128.
2128. To eliminate this element
the Court said,
expand the FCA
FCA well
well beyond its intended
said, expand
role of combating
combating “fraud
“fraud against
against the Government.” Id.

“We are beginning to see the response

“We are beginning to see the response
to Allison
in health
to
AllisonEngine,
Engine,but
butitsitsimpact
impact
in health
care
be be
known
care false
falseclaims
claimscases
caseswon’t
won’t
known
for some time.”
for some time.”

The Court
Court went on to hold
hold that
that while
while the
the claim
claim itself
itself has
has
to be paid by
by the
the government,
government, itit doesn’t
doesn’t have
have to be
be made
made
to the government as
submitted for the
as long as
as it is submitted
purpose of getting “a false
or fraudulent
fraudulent claim
claim paid or
false or
approved by the Government.” Id. This distinction is
important where
where subcontractors’
subcontractors’ claims
claims are
are passed
passed on
directly to the government by the prime, or in
in health
health care
care
cases
where claims
claims are
are made
made through
through intermediaries and
cases where
carriers,
but the Court held that where
carriers, but
where aa subcontractor
subcontractor
makes
false statement
statementtotoaaprivate
privateentity
entity without
without the
makes aa false
intent to have the Government rely upon it,
it, such
such a claim
would not
not be
be made
made with
with the
the purpose
purpose of
of inducing
inducing payment
payment
of a false claim “by the Government.”

Another potential extension of the reasoning
reasoning in Allison
Engine is that it can be used as
basis for
for finding that
as the basis
Medicaid claims
claims are
are not
not “claims
“claims to the government” and,
therefore, are inapplicable under
under the
the FCA.
FCA. This
This has
has been
raised
as well
well as
raised in a number of
of cases
cases as
as in a November 6,
2008,
2008, report released
released by the Congressional
Congressional Reporting
Service
(CRS),but
butto
to date
date no
no court has taken such an
Service (CRS),
action and at least
two courts have
have declined
declined to do so.
least two
so.
While this is an issue
issue which must be considered ripe under
a literal reading
reading of
of the
thecase,
case, ififititisissuccessful,
successful, the
theCRS
CRS
report suggests
thatsuch
suchaaruling
rulingwould
would likely
likely be vulnersuggests that
able to a legislative
legislative fix.

Importantly,
Importantly, the
the Court
Court also
also addressed
addressed the relationship
between statement
or record and the claim itself,
statement or
itself, creating
creating
what would
would appear
appear to be
be aa two-part
two-part test.
test. Not only must
must
the false
record or
or statement
statementbe
be made
madewith
with the
the intent
intent “to
false record
get” a false
false or
or fraudulent
fraudulent claim
claim “paid
“paid or approved by the
Government,” but a plaintiff
plaintiff must
must also
also allege
allege and prove
that “the defendant
defendant intended that
that the
the false
false record
record or
or statestatement be material to the Government’s
decision to
to pay or
Government’s decision
approve the false
false claim.” Allison
Allison Engine
Engine at
at 2125.
2125.
“Materiality” is
is an
an issue
issue in
in almost
almost every
every health
health care
care FCA
FCA
case,
asthe
the line
line between
between the alleged falsity and the
case, as
payment is often very hazy and unclear.
unclear. However, it is
noted that the Court stopped short
short of also
also holding that the
false
actually be material
material to the
false record or statement
statement actually
payment determination itself by the government.
government. Finally,
the Court further held that it was insufficient in a
conspiracy
conspiracy claim to show that
that the
the conspirators
conspirators had a
general
scheme to
to defraud
defraud the
the government,
government, and
and that it
general scheme

Conclusion
We are
are beginning to see
We
see the response
response to Allison Engine,
but its
won’t be
its impact
impact in
in health
healthcare
care false
false claims
claims cases
cases won’t
known
known for
forsome
some time.
time. At
At the
theleast,
least, the
the courts
courts appear
appear
willing
willing to
to enforce
enforce the
the more
more vigorous
vigorous materiality
materiality requirement in motion
motion practice,
practice, and
and that
that alone
alone will
willcreate
create aa less
less
friendly atmosphere
for qui
qui tam plaintiffs, but the jury is
atmosphere for
out on just how far that will
will go
go —
— or
or whether
whether larger
larger
changes
maytake
takeplace.
place.■¦
changes may
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U.S.ex
exrel.
rel. Duxbury
Duxbury v.
v. Ortho
Ortho Biotech
Biotech Products
U.S.
Products
ex rel.
rel. Duxbury
Duxbury v.
In U.S.
U.S. ex
v. Ortho
OrthoBiotech
BiotechProducts,
Products, L.P.,
L.P.,
551
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d
2d 100
100 (D.
(D. Mass.
Mass. 2008),
2008),two
two whistleblowers
551 F.

formerly employed by
by Ortho
Ortho asserted
asserted violations of the
FCA
based on
on two
two theories. First,
First, they
they alleged
alleged that
that Ortho
FCA based
had given kickbacks
kickbacks to providers
providers to induce them to
prescribe
prescribe Ortho’s drug, Procrit®. The alleged kickbacks
were in
in the
the form
formofoffree
freesamples,
samples,discounts,
discounts, rebates,
rebates,
consulting fees,
fees, educational grants and honoraria. These
These
kickbacks allegedly caused
the providers receiving them
caused the
to submit false
false claims for
for Medicare
Medicare payment.
payment. Second,
Second, they
alleged
that Ortho
Ortho promoted off-label dosing of Procrit
alleged that
Procrit
(above
the level
level approved
approved by
by the
the FDA)
FDA) in order to obtain
(above the
excessive
Medicare reimbursement.
excessive Medicare
Ortho filed
filed aa motion
motion to
todismiss
dismiss those
those legal
legal claims. Ortho
requested
the dismissal
dismissal of
of the
the kickback claim based,
requested the
based, in
part, on the whistleblowers’ failure to
to plead
plead their
their allegaallegations with particularity.
particularity. When alleging
alleging aa violation of the
FCA,
whistleblower cannot stand on vague
FCA, aa whistleblower
vague allegations
allegations of
“fraud” that
that smear
smear the defendant but lack
lack the
the detail
detail necesnecessary
defendant of the specific misconduct that
sary to advise
advise the defendant
it is
of committing.
is accused
accused of

In this
the court
court agreed
agreed with
with Ortho that the whistlethis case,
case, the
blowers had failed to
to plead
plead the
the details
details of
of the
the alleged
alleged false
false
claims
and, therefore,
therefore, the
the court rejected
rejected their
their kickback
claims and,
theory of liability.
liability. Although
Although the
the whistleblowers
whistleblowers had
had alleged
alleged
a variety of kickback
kickback schemes
schemes involving Procrit, they were
unable to allege any specific
specific instance
instancein
in which
which a kickback
resulted
resulted in the submission of a false
false claim to the
the Medicare
Medicare
program. The court was unwilling
unwilling to
toassume
assume that the allegation of
of aa kickback,
kickback, standing
standing alone,
alone, necessarily
necessarily entailed a
false
claim in
in violation of
Thus, it is not enough
false claim
of the
the FCA.
FCA. Thus,
for a whistleblower to
of “kickto hurl
hurlvague
vague accusations
accusations of
backs.”
backs.” AA whistleblower
whistleblower must
must tie
tie alleged
alleged kickbacks
kickbacks to a
false
claim for the payment of federal
false claim
federal funds.

W

idespread
media attention has
has been
been given to
idespread media
successful
“whistleblower” lawsuits
lawsuits filed
filed under the
successful “whistleblower”
False
Claims Act
Act (FCA).
(FCA). The
The steady
steady reports
reports of large
False Claims
settlements
in whistleblower
whistleblower lawsuits are enough to make
settlements in
many health care providers feel powerless
powerless to
to stop
stop aggresaggressive
whistleblowers from inflicting
sive whistleblowers
inflicting significant
significant damage
damage to
a provider’s bottom line
line and
and reputation.
reputation. That
That sense
sense of
powerlessness
hasdriven
driven many
many providers
providers to conclude
powerlessness has
that it is better to settle
settle a suit quickly than
than to
to muster
muster a
defense.
That course
course has
has rewarded
rewarded whistleblowers
whistleblowers and
defense. That
their lawyers,
lawyers, creating
creating aa cycle
cycle of
of suits,
suits, settlements,
settlements, and
more suits.
suits.

W

Ortho also filed a motion
motion to
to dismiss
dismiss the off-label marketing
marketing
claims based
based on
on the FCA’s
“first-to-file” rule. The
FCA’s “first-to-file”
The FCA
FCA
includes
to prevent
prevent “copy cat” litigaincludes aa provision designed
designed to
tion, i.e.,
i.e., lawsuits
lawsuits based on similar facts
facts previously alleged
alleged
by another whistleblower. Only the first whistleblower is
allowed to proceed
proceed with
with his
his or
or her
hercase.
case.

Two recent
recent court decisions,
decisions, however, give providers
encouragement
that itit is possible to fight
encouragement that
fight back
back against
against
meritless
whistleblower lawsuits. In
meritless whistleblower
In cases
cases where whistleblowers were forced to defend the validity of their legal
legal
claims,
the whistleblowers could not
claims, the
not meet
meet the
the challenge.
challenge.

In this
this case,
case, filed
filed in
inMassachusetts,
Massachusetts, the court analyzed
whether the whistleblower’s allegations
allegations were derived from
similar allegations
in a Colorado lawsuit. The Colorado
allegations in
lawsuit was
was actually
actually filed
filed after
afterthe
theMassachusetts
Massachusetts suit, but
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anesthesia
proceduresthat
thatdid
did not entail Medicare payment
not include
anesthesia procedures
include detailed
detailed allegations
allegations about an off-label marketing
scheme
involving Procrit. The first allegations
was irrelevant
irrelevant to the issue
of whether GW violated the
issue of
scheme involving
allegations concerning
that scheme
FCA.
The court’s
court’s ruling
ruling precluded
precluded the
the whistleblowers from
FCA. The
scheme were made in
in the
the Colorado
Coloradocase.
case. Thereafter,
Thereafter,
the Massachusetts
whistleblowers amended
amended their
their complaint
magnifying the scope
scope of
of GW’s
GW’s alleged
alleged misconduct.
Massachusetts whistleblowers
to include
include similar
similar allegations
allegations regarding the off-label
marketing of
GW also requested
requested the
the court
court to preclude the whistleblowers
of Procrit.
Procrit. Based
Based on that
that sequence
sequence of events,
events, the
court concluded that
from testifying
that the
the off-label
off-labelmarketing
marketingclaims
claimsasserted
asserted
testifying about
about GW’s
GW’s billing
billingprocedures
procedures because
because they
by the Massachusetts
whistleblowerswere
were prohibited
prohibited by
had no personal
Massachusetts whistleblowers
personal knowledge
knowledge of
of those
those procedures.
procedures. The
court agreed
CRNAswere
were not
not involved
involved in GW’s
the first-to-file rule.
agreed that the CRNAs
GW’s
billing
billing and,
and, therefore,
therefore, they
they had
had no
no basis
basis to
to testify
testify regarding
regarding
Copy-cat
lawsuits are
are aa real
real phenomenon
phenomenon in FCA litigation,
GW’s
The court’s
court’s ruling
ruling had the effect of
GW’s billing practices.
practices. The
Copy-cat lawsuits
as
forcing the whistleblowers
whistleblowers to
to search
search for another
another witness
witness
as whistleblowers sometimes
sometimes try to take
take advantage
advantage of false
false
claim theories already asserted
assertedin
in another
another forum.
forum. Thus,
Thus, it is
with
with firsthand
firsthand knowledge of
of GW’s
GW’s billing
billing practices.
practices.
incumbent upon
upon defendants
defendants in
in FCA
FCA lawsuits to determine
whether the whistleblower filing
filing suit
suit is
is deriving
deriving his
his legal
legal
“The El-Amin case demonstrates that
claim from
from another
another whistleblower’s
whistleblower’s case.
case.

“The El-Amin case demonstrates that

even ifif aa whistleblower’s
even
whistleblower’sclaim
claimsurvives
survivesa a
motion
motion toto dismiss,
dismiss,providers
providersstill
stillare
areable
able
to
to defend
defend themselves
themselvessuccessfully
successfullybyby
strategically
strategically blocking
blockingthe
thewhistleblower
whistleblower
from
from using
usingirrelevant,
irrelevant,but
butinflammatory
inflammatory
evidence at trial.”
evidence at trial.”

U.S.
exrel.
rel. El-Amin
El-Amin v.
v. George
GeorgeWashington
WashingtonUniversity
U.S. ex
University
El-Amin v.
In U.S.
U.S. ex rel. El-Amin
v. George
George Washington University, 533
533
F.
Supp. 2d
2d 12
12 (D.D.C.
(D.D.C. 2008),
2008),four
four whistleblowers
whistleblowers formerly
F. Supp.
employed
employed as
as certified
certifiedregistered
registerednurse
nurseanesthetists
anesthetists (CRNAs)
(CRNAs)
at George Washington
Washington University Hospital (GW)
(GW) asserted
asserted
that GW submitted
submitted false
false claims
claims for
foranesthesia
anesthesia services
services to
the Medicare
Medicare program. They alleged that GW had misrepresented
to Medicare
Medicare that
that the
the services
serviceswere
were provided
provided by
resented to
anesthesiologists
when, in
in fact,
fact, the services
were provided
anesthesiologists when,
services were
by CRNAs
or residents.
residents.GW
GW filed
filed aa motion to
CRNAs or
to dismiss
dismiss the
lawsuit, which
which was
was denied
denied by
by the
the court,
court, and
and the
the case
case was
was
scheduled
scheduled for trial.

Furthermore,
requested the
the court
court to preclude
Furthermore, GW also requested
the whistleblowers from offering
offering evidence
evidence that
that patients
patients
were harmed
harmed as
as aa result
result of
ofanesthesia
anesthesia procedures.
procedures. Because
Because
the FCA is designed to remedy false
false claims that threaten
the federal treasury,
treasury, and
and isis not
not aa tort
tort law for remedying
remedying
personal injuries, the court agreed that evidence
evidence of patient
harm was irrelevant and must be excluded at the trial. The
court’s
whistleblowers from offering
court’s ruling prevented
prevented the whistleblowers
evidence
that would
would have inflamed a jury.
evidence that

Undeterred,
GW later
later filed
filed several
several motions
motions to
to prohibit
prohibit the
Undeterred, GW
whistleblowers from offering
offering various
various types
types of
of evidence
evidence at
trial. The court granted
granted those motions, making itit substansubstantially more difficult
difficult for
for the
the whistleblowers
whistleblowers to
to present
present their
case
at trial.
case at
For example, GW requested
the court
court to preclude the
requested the
whistleblowers from
from testifying
testifying regarding
regarding anesthesia
anesthesia procedures
dures in which they
they were not
not involved.
involved. The
The whistleblowers
whistleblowers
countered
that even
even though
though they
they were
were not
not involved in
countered that
every anesthesia
anesthesiaprocedure,
procedure,they
theyshould
should be
be allowed
allowed to
testify about GW’s routine practices
practices applicable to all
all anesanesthesia
procedures. The
The court
court sided
sided with
with GW,
GW, finding that
thesia procedures.
the whistleblowers could
could not
nottestify
testifyabout
aboutanesthesia
anesthesia
procedures
in which
which they were not involved, and finding
procedures in
that they had failed to
to establish
establish that GW had
had routine
routine anesanesthesia
procedures that
that could
could substitute
substitute for testimony about
thesia procedures
each
specific procedure
procedure at
at GW.
GW. The
The court’s
court’s ruling
ruling impaired
each specific
the whistleblowers’ ability to
to seek
seek aa financial
financial recovery
recovery
based
procedure provided
provided to a
based on every anesthesia
anesthesia procedure
Medicare patient at GW.

The El-Amin
that even
even ifif a whistleEl-Amin case
case demonstrates
demonstrates that
blower’s claim survives
survives aa motion to dismiss,
dismiss, providers still
are able to defend
defend themselves
themselves successfully
successfully by strategically
strategically
blocking the whistleblower from
from using
using irrelevant,
irrelevant, but
inflammatory evidence at trial.

Conclusion
The whistleblower lawsuit
lawsuit remains
remains a threat for providers.
have a variety of
However, in
in appropriate
appropriate cases,
cases, providers have
tools at their disposal to fight
fight back
back against
against whistleblowers
and level the playing field. It is
is critical
critical for
for providers
providers that
that
are
subjected to
to whistleblower
whistleblower suits
suits to consult with counsel
are subjected
counsel
regarding
defense strategies.
strategies.■¦
regarding all available
available defense

In addition,
addition, GW
GW requested
requested the court to preclude the
whistleblowers from
from offering
offeringevidence
evidenceabout
aboutanesthesia
anesthesia
procedures
that did
did not lead to an
procedures that
an alleged
alleged false claim to
Medicare. Because
Because FCA
FCA liability
liability is based on false
false claims
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this same
argument before
before several
several different
different tribunals,
tribunals, all
all of
same argument
which have
is not a qui
qui tam
tam statute
statute and
have held
held that
that the
the MSP
MSP is
does not
not have
have standing
standing to
to sue
sue on
on behalf
behalf of the
that Stalley
Stalley does
United States.”
States.” Id. at 919.
919.

ore than two
two years
years ago, celebrity litigant Erin
Brockovich began
began filing
filing aa series
series of
of lawsuits
lawsuits against
against
health care providers, asserting
violations of the
asserting violations
Medicare Secondary
Secondary Payer
Payer Act
Act (MSP),
(MSP), 42
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 1395y(b).
Brockovich and another plaintiff,
plaintiff, Douglas
Douglas Stalley,
Stalley, filed
dozens of MSP
throughout the
MSP lawsuits throughout
the United
UnitedStates,
States,
asserting
virtually identical
asserting virtually
identical claims.
claims. The
The lawsuits
lawsuits asserted
asserted
that Medicare
had paid providers for treating
Medicare had
treating injuries
allegedly caused
by the providers themselves
during the
caused by
themselves during
course
course of delivering other
other services
services to Medicare beneficiaries.
aries. Furthermore, the lawsuits asserted
asserted that private
parties,
such as
asBrockovich,
Brockovich, were
were entitled
entitled to sue
parties, such
sue for the
recovery of those Medicare
payments on
on behalf
behalf of the
Medicare payments
federal
government. Although
Although the lawsuits
lawsuits did not specify
federal government.
specify
the amount of recovery sought,
sought, hundreds
hundreds of
of millions
millions of
dollars were potentially
potentially at
at stake.
stake.

M

The Sixth Circuit proceeded to
to consider
consider sanctions
sanctions
against Stalley:

Rather
than acting
acting as
as a private
Rather than
private attorney
attorney general
general to
benefit
benefit the
the United
United States,
States, Stalley
Stalley proceeds
proceeds in these
these
cases
asaa“self-appointed
“self-appointedbounty
bountyhunter”
hunter” .. .. . whose
cases as
whose
goal, apparently,
profit at
at the
the expense
expense of
of
goal,
apparently,isistoto profit
Appellees.
Appellees. . . . He literally
literally has
has no
no support
support whatsoever
whatsoever
for his
Stalley—
— along
along with
with his
his argument.
argument. Moreover,
Moreover, Stalley
partner
partner in litigation, Erin
Erin Brockovich
Brockovich —
— has
has made
made the
exact same
same claims
claims numerous
numerous times
times in
in other
other jurisdictions
and been unanimously turned away. . . . Stalley’s claims
before this court are
are utterly frivolous, and we are troubled that any attorney would
would elect
elect to
to advance
advance them.

After an ambitious
ambitious start,
start, however,
however, the
the MSP
MSP lawsuits
have
have fizzled. Most of the
the lawsuits
lawsuits were
were dismissed
dismissed by
trial courts
were affirmed on appeal.
courts and the
the dismissals
dismissals were
appeal.
Brockovich and
and Stalley
Stalley recently agreed
agreed to drop
drop appeals
appeals
in two
two other
other courts
courts in the
the wake
wake of
of aa decision
decision by the
United States
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals for
for the Sixth Circuit that
States Court
the novel legal theory serving as
as the
the foundation
foundation for the
MSP
lawsuits was
was “frivolous.”
“frivolous.”
MSP lawsuits

Id. at
at 919-20,
919-20, quoting
quoting Stalley
Stalley v. Sumner Regional Health
Systems,
Inc. No.
No. 06-0074,
06-0074, 2007
2007 WL
WL 173686,
173686, *1
*1 (M.D.
(M.D. Tenn.
Systems, Inc.
Jan.
18, 2007).
2007).Based
Basedon
onthe
thefrivolous
frivolous litigation,
litigation, the court
Jan. 18,
awarded sanctions in the
the amount
amount of
of$172,823
$172,823 against
against
Stalley
Stalley and his lawyers.

It was
was undisputed that Brockovich and
and Stalley
Stalley were not
Medicare
beneficiaries, they
they were
were not
not patients
patients of the health
Medicare beneficiaries,
care
providers they sued,
sued, and
and they had not suffered any
care providers
injury. Thus,
to file a lawsuit.
Thus, they lacked a clear basis
basis to
However, Brockovich
Brockovichand
andStalley
Stalleyasserted
asserted that
that the
the MSP
MSP
created
qui tam cause
created aa qui
cause of action that authorized private
parties
parties to sue for injuries allegedly
allegedly sustained
sustained by the federal
government. Another federal statute
familiar to many
statute familiar
providers —
Act — creates
qui tam
— the
the False
False Claims
Claims Act
creates aa qui
cause
of action
action in
in which aa private
cause of
private person
person is authorized to
sue
sue on behalf of the
the government.
government. Brockovich
Brockovich and
and Stalley
Stalley
assertedthat
that the
the MSP
MSPcreated
createdaasimilar
similarright
rightto
to file
file aa qui
qui
asserted
tam lawsuit, but
but that
that theory
theory was
was soundly
soundly rejected
rejected by every
every
trial court in which
which Brockovich
Brockovich and
and Stalley
Stalley had filed suit.
suit.
After their MSP
suits were
were dismissed
dismissed at
at the
the trial
trial court level,
MSP suits
Brockovich
Brockovich and
and Stalley
Stalley appealed
appealed those
those dismissals
dismissals in
in several
several
federal appellate courts.

Consistent
with the Sixth
Consistent with
Sixth Circuit, several
several other circuits have
concluded that the MSP
does not
not create
create aa qui
qui tam cause
MSP does
cause of
action authorizing private parties to seek the recovery of
Medicare
Medicare funds on behalf
behalf of
of the
thefederal
federalgovernment.
government.See
See
Stalley
v. Orlando
Orlando Regional
Stalley v.
Regional Healthcare
Healthcare System,
System, Inc., 524
524
F.3d
1229, 1234
1234 (11th
(11th Cir.
Cir. 2008);
2008); Stalley
Stalley v.
v. Catholic
Catholic Health
F.3d 1229,
Initiatives,
Initiatives, 509
509 F.3d
F.3d 517,
517, 519 (8th
(8th Cir.
Cir. 2007);
2007); United
United Seniors
Seniors
Ass’n
v. Phillip
Phillip Morris
500 F.3d
F.3d 19, 25-26 (1st Cir.
Ass’n v.
Morris USA,
USA, 500
2007), cert. denied, 128
128 S.
S. Ct. 1125 (2008).

Following the rejection of the
qui tam theory by the
the MSP
MSP qui
First,
Sixth, Eighth
Eighth and Eleventh Circuits,
Circuits, Brockovich
First, Sixth,
voluntarily dismissed
her appeal
appeal in
in the Ninth Circuit and
dismissed her
Stalley
voluntarily dismissed
dismissed his
his appeal
appeal in
in the Third
Stalley voluntarily
Circuit, thereby bringing their MSP
litigation to a close. It
MSP litigation
remains
remains to be seen whether the sanctions
sanctions order issued by
the Sixth
Circuit will
will discourage
others from filing lawsuits
Sixth Circuit
discourage others
lawsuits
under the
the MSP.
MSP.■¦

In one
one of
ofthose
thoseappeals,
appeals, Stalley
Stalley v.
v. Methodist
Methodist Healthcare,
517
F.3d 911
911 (6th
(6th Cir.
Cir. 2008),
2008), the
the Sixth
Sixth Circuit
Circuit affirmed
affirmed the
517 F.3d
lower court’s
does not create
qui tam
court’s ruling
ruling that
that the
the MSP
MSP does
create aa qui
cause of
of action and, therefore, Stalley
cause
Stalley lacked any basis to
assert his
his claim.
claim. The court noted
assert
noted that
that “Stalley
“Stalley has
has presented
presented
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M

Donations to aa SMLLC
where an exempt hospital or
SMLLC where
or system
system
parent is the sole member are tax deductible. This opens
up additional
additional giving
giving opportunities
opportunities to
tosystems
systems where
discrete
care centers
centers (e.g.,
(e.g., aa cancer
cancercenter)
center) may
may be
be likely
likely
discrete care
magnets
for charitable giving.
magnets for

ore than one half of
of the
the states
states now permit the
the use
use
of single
(“SMLLC”). This
This legal
legal option
option
single member
member LLCs
LLCs (“SMLLC”).
has
become the
the planning
planning vehicle
vehicle for
for choice for
has become
many hospitals
hospitals for owned
owned medical
medical practices
practices and other
ancillary businesses,
as the
the model
model offers the advantages
businesses, as
advantages of
corporate protection, and pass
pass through federal tax treattreatment. As a “disregarded entity,”
entity,” the
theSMLLC’s
SMLLC’s economic
activity is both accounted
accounted for and taxed as a component of
the exempt hospital member. This avoids
avoids the need for a
federal
tax exemption
exemption application;
application; whether
whether the
the activity
activity will
will
federal tax
be unrelated or related
income of the member
related business
business income
will
will depend
depend on
on the
the exact
exact nature
nature of the
the activity.
activity.

M

Again, in the
the medical
medical practice
practice context,
context,aaSMLLC
SMLLC can take
advantage
of the
the “own
“own use” exemption to
advantage of
to RobinsonRobinsonPatman
pricing limitations. Thus, either the exempt hospital
Patman pricing
parent can make protected, discounted purchases
purchases for the
SMLLC,
or, alternatively,
alternatively, the SMLLC
can purchase
purchase on
on its
SMLLC, or,
SMLLC can
own account
account and qualify
qualify for
for permitted
permitted discounts
discounts based
based on
its own nonprofit
nonprofitstatus.
status.

The SMLLC
offers flexible
flexible governance.
governance. It can be managed
SMLLC offers
managed
by its managers
managers (often the choice where the
the health
health system
system
is comfortable that the governance
of the entity can be
governance of
properly delegated
delegated to management)
management) or the hospital
member itself—acting
itself—acting through it board or
or aa delegated
delegated
representative.
This choice
choice isis largely
largely aa function
function of the size
representative. This
size
and importance of the ancillary activity being conducted,
conducted,
and the oversight required.

Perhaps
the single
single most
most important disadvantage
Perhaps the
disadvantage of this
form of
of entity,
entity, however,
however, is
is the
the fact
fact that
that judgment
judgment creditors
creditors
can indirectly defeat
defeat its corporate “separateness.”
“separateness.” This is
not due
due to
to the
thefact
factthat
thatthe
theentity
entityisisaaSMLLC.
SMLLC. Rather
Rather the
concern is one of
of potential
potential execution
execution on
onassets.
assets. More
specifically,
suppose aa nonprofit
nonprofit entity tried to
specifically, suppose
to isolate
isolate
assets
in aa SMLLC,
SMLLC,thinking
thinking that the
assets in
the corporate
corporateseparateness
separateness
would
would shield
shield such
such assets
assets from the
the member’s
member’s creditors.
Missing
of the
Missing in this analysis
analysis is the fact that the
the assets
assets of
nonprofit
nonprofit include
includethe
themembership
membershipinterest
interest of
ofthe
theSMLLC
SMLLC
(just as
as with stock in
in aa subsidiary
subsidiary corporation).
corporation). As
As such,
such,
judgment creditors of the
member could
could execute on
the SMLLC
SMLLC member
the membership interest,
essentially gaining
gaining control
control of the
interest, essentially
SMLLC
and all
all of
of its assets.
This produces
produces just
just the
the opposite
SMLLC and
assets. This
result
result of what was
was intended.

Other advantages
include the
the following.
following. In the event
advantages include
event that
the SMLLC
hasemployees
employees(for
(for example
example in
in the case
SMLLC has
case of a
hospital owned medical
medical practice),
practice), the hospital
hospital has
has the
choice of treating
treating either
either the
the hospital
hospitalitself
itselfor
orthe
theSMLLC
SMLLC as
as
the actual employer. In the
the case
case of the
the former,
former, such
such treattreatment creates
an opportunity
opportunity for
creates an
for compensation
compensation incentives
incentives
based
based on achieving legitimate hospital goals—as
goals—as opposed
just to quality or
or economic
economic parameters
parameters of the medical
practice itself. And as
as pay for performance
performance becomes
becomes more
widespread,
incentives with
with
widespread, aligning physician economic incentives
hospital quality
quality goals
goals becomes
becomes increasingly important.

SMLLCs
offer several
several advantages
advantagesfor
for business
business planning.
planning.
SMLLCs offer
However, when selecting
selecting such a model, make sure that all

of its disadvantages
havebeen
beenthoroughly
thoroughlyexplored.
explored.■¦
disadvantages have

Stark
Changes… FROM
Stark Changes…
FROM PAGE 21
PAGE 21

ment, the financial relationship does
does not
not necessarily
necessarily end on
the date the agreement
terminates.
In
this
agreement
In this scenario,
scenario, CMS
CMS is
concerned that prior
excess
payments
may
have
been
paid
prior excess payments
for future
referrals
after
the
contract’s
termination.
future referrals
contract’s

government) when aa provider
provider administratively
administratively appeals
appeals a
Stark
claim
denial.
CMS
notes
that
this
rule
is
not
Stark claim
CMS notes that this rule is not intended
to apply to
civil
money
to civil moneypenalty
penaltyactions
actions or
orfalse
false claims
claims act
act
appeals.
In
addition,
CMS
acknowledges
that
while
appeals. In
CMS acknowledges that while the
burden of production is
is initially
initially on
on the
the claimant,
claimant, that
that
burden may shift to the government to prove that the
requirement
of an
an exception
exceptionwas
wasnot
notmet.
met.■¦
requirement of

Burden of Proof/Persuasion and Burden
Burden of Production
CMS
adopts
a
burden
of
proof
(burden
of persuasion)
CMS adopts a burden of proof
persuasion) rule

that places
places the
the burden
burden on the provider-claimant (not the
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An Ounce of Prevention — IP Audits Are Good Medicine

An Ounce of Prevention — IP Audits Are Good Medicine
E.
Scott Johnson
Johnson 410-347-7388
E. Scott
johnson@ober.com

A

tailored to help
help the
the company
company establish
establish priorities and
and set
set
policies for protecting, maintaining and maximizing its
IP assets.
assets.

ss information technology and other innovations
innovations
have become
become more pervasive,
companies in
in the
pervasive, companies
health care
care field have come to appreciate the critical
importance
importance of their intellectual property in maintaining
maintaining
a competitive edge.
edge. Companies
Companies engaged in research
research and
development, joint ventures,
ventures, and licensing
licensing activities
activities
understand
understand well the
the importance
importance of
ofcapturing,
capturing,assessing
assessing
and protecting the intellectual property
property they
they create.
create. Too
often such
are pursued
pursued on a reactive
such assessments
assessments are
reactive basis,
basis,
as
opportunities or risks come into view.
as opportunities
view. The
The reactive
reactive
approach
is often remedial in nature,
approach is
nature, undertaken too
late
late to avoid the risk or capture
capture the opportunity that
that
precipitated the review. Clearly,
Clearly, a proactive approach
to evaluating
evaluating and
and managing
managing aa company’s
company’s IP
IP assets
assets is
preferable,
and best
best accomplished
accomplished through
through an
an initial
preferable, and
intellectual property audit.

A

The intellectual property audit begins with aa comprehencomprehensive assessment
of aa company’s
company’s patents,
patents, copyrights,
assessment of
trademarks
(including domain
trademarks (including
domainnames),
names), trade
trade secrets,
secrets,
website,
website, and other intellectual property, as
as well as thirdparty rights used under license.
The audit report provides
license. The
recommendations
for preventing losses
due to
to failure to
recommendations for
losses due
make required governmental filings or to
to maintain
maintain adequate
adequate
internal controls. The report includes
includes recommendations
recommendations of
best
practices for
for capturing
capturing newly
newly developed IP and maxibest practices
mizing the value of
of the
the company’s
company’s existing
existing intellectual
property. The
The IP
IP audit
audit report
report will
will include a review of the
company’s
company’s employment, disclosure
disclosure and independent
contractor policies, and
changes where
where appropriate
and suggest
suggest changes
to ensure that the company acquires and protects its intellectual property assets
asthey
theyare
aredeveloped.
developed.■¦
assets as

Comparable
to the due diligence investigaComparable in some respects
respects to
investigation of
of IP
IP assets
assets in a commercial transaction,
transaction, the intellectual
property audit goes beyond simply inventorying intellectual
intellectual
property. The audit report
report provides
provides recommendations,
recommendations,

Mr. Johnson
Chair of
of Ober|Kaler’s
Ober|Kaler’s intellectual property
Johnson isisChair
property practice
and is
is resident in the firm’s Baltimore office.

Part
AppealRights…
Rights… FROM
FROM
Part AAAppeal
PAGE 18
PAGE 18

not to
and in order
to overburden
overburden CMS
CMS and the intermediaries
intermediaries and
to reduce
caseload.ItIt isis likely
likely some of these
reduce the
the PRRB’s
PRRB’s caseload.
these
new regulations
will ultimately
regulations will
ultimately be
be challenged
challenged in
in court
court as
as
impermissibly restricting a provider’s statutory
statutory right
right to
appeal and the PRRB’s
statutoryscope
scopeof
of jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. In
PRRB’s statutory
the meantime,
however, providers must
must be sure
sure to include
meantime, however,
the costs
they wish to appeal on their
costs they
their cost
cost reports
reports either
either as
as
claimed costs
or amounts
amounts in protest. Providers must further
costs or
identify all of
of the
the potential
potential issues
issues they wish to appeal
appeal and
include them in
in the
the appeal
appeal of
of the
the determination,
determination, since
since
adding issues
at aa later
later time
time will
will be
issues at
be severely
severely restricted.
restricted.
Finally, providers must be sure
sure to closely abide by the
requirements
for filing appeals,
to avoid
avoid the
the risk of the
requirements for
appeals, to
appeal
dismissedwith
with prejudice
prejudice for
for failure to include
appeal being dismissed
all of the
the requisite
requisite information and documentation in the
initial appeal
appeal letter.
letter.■¦

••Notice
Notice of
of reopening
reopening for an
an “own
“own motion”
motion” reopening
reopening not
involving fraud
fraud or
or similar
similar fault
fault must
must be mailed no later
later
than three years
after the
the date
date of
of the determination.
years after
• Requests
to reopen
reopen not involving fraud or similar
•
Requests to
similar fault
must be received
within three
date of the
received within
three years
years after the date
determination.
• CMS
•
CMS or
or an
an intermediary
intermediary may
may reopen
reopen aa determination
determination that
is pending before
or Administrator.
Administrator. An interbefore the
the PRRB
PRRB or
mediary also
also may
may reopen
reopen aa determination
determination for
for which
which no
appeal
has been
been taken
taken ifif the
the deadline
deadline for
for filing an
appeal has
appeal has not yet
yet passed.
passed.

• The
•
The intermediary
intermediary or
or reviewing
reviewing entity
entity must
must notify the
parties
parties of a reopening and allow
allow the
the parties
parties to
to present
present
additional evidence.
evidence.

PRRB’snew
new rules
rules are
are available
available on
The PRRB’s
onCMS’s
CMS’s website
website at
www.cms.hhs.gov/PRRBReview/DownloadsPRRBRules2008.pdf.

• Any
•
Anymatter
matter considered
considered in
in aa reopening,
reopening, but
but not
not revised,
revised, is
not appealable through the revised
revised determination.

The revised
revised CMS
CMSregulations
regulationsare
are available
available at
The
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2008/pdf/E8-11227.pdf.

Many of the
the new
new regulations
regulations appear
appear one-sided,
one-sided, restricting
restricting
providers’ rights
rights to
to pursue
pursue appeals
appeals before
beforethe
thePRRB,
PRRB, so
so as
as
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A.Thomas
A. Thomas Pedroni,
Pedroni, Jr.
Jr. 410-347-7669
tpedroni@ober.com

O

n March 27, 2008,
federal district
district court
court ruled that
2008, aa federal
state
and federal
federal peer
peer review
review laws
laws do
do not preclude
state and
production of
of aa physician’s
physician’s credentialing
credentialing file or a
hospital’s
peer review
review data
data sought
sought by
by plaintiffs
plaintiffs in a lawsuit
hospital’s peer
brought under
under the
the Federal
Federal Tort
Tort Claims
Claims Act. Vezina v.
(W.D. La.,
La.,No.
No. 07-cv-904).
07-cv-904).The
Theruling
ruling was
was in
United States
States (W.D.
the context
context of a Motion to Quash
Quash in connection
connection with the
Federal Tort Claims
Claims Action,
Action,20
20U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 1346(b) (2671-2680),
(2671-2680),
brought by plaintiffs
plaintiffs for
for personal
personal injury
injury suffered
suffered when
when she
she
was treated
treated by
by aa physician
physician employee
employee of the Department of
Health and Human
working at
Human Resources
Resources working
at aa Louisiana
Louisiana
hospital in March
March 2004.
2004. The plaintiffs requested the documents concerning the physician’s file, credentials,
credentials, and peer
review data from the hospital.

disclosure,
clear that the federal acts
do not
disclosure, it is also clear
acts do
categorically
prohibit production. Thus,
categorically prohibit
Thus, patient information is entitled to the
the protection
protection of
of aa court
court protective
protective
order; however,
however, itit is not prohibited from being
being produced.
produced.
Similarly,
the court ruled that the
Similarly, the
the Health
Health Care
Care Quality
Improvement Act does not create
federal statutory
statutory privicreate a federal
lege
prohibiting the
lege prohibiting
the disclosure
disclosure of
of peer
peer review
review materials.
materials.
The court noted that “there is no historical
historical or
or statutory
statutory
basis
for a peer review materials
basis for
materials privilege, the federal
Health Care
Care Quality Improvement
Improvement Act
Act of
of1986,
1986,42
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
§
11101 etetseq.,
seq.,provides
providesqualified
qualified immunity
immunity for persons
§ 11101
persons
providing information to
to aa professional
professional review body
regarding the competence
competence or
or professional
professional conduct
conduct of the
regarding
11111(a). This
This Act also established
physician. 42
42 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 11111(a).
confidentiality for information reported
reported under
under itit but did
confidentiality
confidentiality for peer review records
not establish
establish confidentiality
records or
protect peer review records
records and materials
materials from discovery
discovery
and court subpoena.
subpoena.

O

“The court ruled that, while both

“The court ruled that, while both
the
the Health
HealthCare
CareQuality
QualityImprovement
ImprovementActAct

The absence
of such
such privilege in the
absence of
the statute
statute is evidence
evidence
that Congress
did not intend these
Congress did
these records
records to have the
level of confidentiality
confidentiality and
and protection
protection advanced
advanced by the
hospitals
and provided in
The court
court did
hospitals and
in the
the state
state statute.
statute. The
note, however, that although there
there are
are no
no federal
federal privileges,
leges, it is clear that peer review
review materials
materials are
are sensitive
sensitive
and inherently confidential.
confidential. The
The court
court nevertheless
nevertheless ruled
that the information was
was not prohibited from being
disclosed.
in-camera review
review and ruled that
disclosed. ItIt conducted an in-camera
the relevant
documents should
should be
be produced
produced with
with limitarelevant documents
tions, placed under a stipulated protective order, and
marked
“extremely confidential,”
confidential,” which
which prohibited any
marked “extremely
disclosure
to any person other than the party, attorney
disclosure to
and staff, stenographers
taking depositions, experts, and
stenographers taking
the court. Moreover,
some of the documents
Moreover, because
because some
include the patients’ identities,
identities, the court concluded that all
reference
to patients’
patients’ names
names and
and other
other patient
patient identifying
reference to
information must
must be redacted
redacted from the records by the
hospital
hospital prior to production.

and
and HIPAA
HIPAA created
createdprivileges
privilegesthat
thatprotect
protect
peer
from
peer review
reviewand
andcredentialing
credentialingfiles
files
from
disclosure,
thethe
disclosure,ititisisalso
alsoclear
clearthat
that
federal
federal acts
actsdo
donot
notcategorically
categorically
prohibit production.”

prohibit production.”

The hospital maintained that a number of the
the documents
documents
requested
subject to
to privileges under the Health
requested were subject
Health Care
Care
Quality
Quality Improvement
ImprovementAct,
Act,4242C.F.R.
C.F.R.§§11101,
11101, La.
La. R.S.
R.S.
13:3715.3,
and/or HIPAA.
HIPAA. The
The hospital also maintained
13:3715.3, and/or
that the documents
included privileged information
documents included
concerning the Credentials
Credentials Committee peer review data
data
and patient information. The hospital consequently filed a
Motion to
to Quash.
Quash.

It is
is important
important to
tobe
beaware
awarethat
thatwhen
whenspecific
specificstate
statestatutes
statutes
do not apply,
apply, the
the federal
federal laws
laws governing patient information and
and physician
physician peer review material
material may not preclude
the discovery
discovery and
and the
the appropriately
appropriately “limited”
“limited” production of
relevant physician files, credentialing
credentialing and peer review
documents.
documents. ■¦

Because
this suit
suit was
was filed under the
Because this
the Federal
Federal Tort
Tort Claims
Claims
Act, the court ruled that principals of federal law applied
to privilege
privilege issues
issues in this
this case
case and that the
the Louisiana
Louisiana
privilege law,
13:3715.3,concerning
concerning the
the produclaw, La.
La. R.S.
R.S. 13:3715.3,
tion of
of patient
patient information,
information, physician
physician files,
files, credentials
credentials and
peer review did not
not apply.
apply. Moreover,
Moreover, the
the court
court said
said there
there
was
federal law
law prohibiting the production of
was no federal
of such
such
information. The court ruled that,
that, while both the
the Health
Health
Care
Quality Improvement Act and HIPAA
Care Quality
HIPAA created
created privileges
that protect
protect the
the requested
requested information
information from
leges that
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